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ABSTRACT
In the last half-decade, a new renaissance of machine learning originates from the applications of
convolutional neural networks to visual recognition tasks. It is believed that a combination of big
curated data and novel deep learning techniques can lead to unprecedented results. However, the
increasingly large training data is still a drop in the ocean compared with scenarios in the wild.
In this literature, we focus on learning transferable representation in the neural networks to ensure
the models stay robust, even given different data distributions. We present three exemplar topics in
three chapters, respectively: zero-shot learning, domain adaptation, and generalizable adversarial
attack. By zero-shot learning, we enable models to predict labels not seen in the training phase.
By domain adaptation, we improve a model’s performance on the target domain by mitigating its
discrepancy from a labeled source model, without any target annotation. Finally, the generalization
adversarial attack focuses on learning an adversarial camouflage that ideally would work in every
possible scenario. Despite sharing the same transfer learning philosophy, each of the proposed
topics poses a unique challenge requiring a unique solution. In each chapter, we introduce the
problem as well as present our solution to the problem. We also discuss some other researchers’
approaches and compare our solution to theirs in the experiments.
iii
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
Transfer learning focuses on applying learned knowledge on a different and yet related problem. It
has been accompanying machine learning for a long time. Some topics of transfer learning include
domain adaptation, transductive learning, zero-shot learning, and semi-supervised learning, etc.
Transfer learning has been an active research field before the rise of deep learning.
However, it was not until neural network regained attention [99] did researchers realize there are
ample new opportunities. The neural networks bring two new challenges to the table for transfer
learning: feature learning and complex tasks. One of the main reasons that neural networks be-
ing popular is their learning powerful and transferable intermediate features [205] directly from
high dimension raw input. The capability of learning representations from raw data encourages
researchers to take advantage of the feature learning of the neural networks in transfer learning.
Take domain adaptation as an example. Previous shallow domain adaptation [143] aims to adapt
machine learning models with given features. In contrast, recent deep domain adaptation [65] con-
centrates on learning CNN as an invariant feature extractor with raw input. How will we train a
neural network as a high-performing and robust feature extractor?
Secondly, increasing neural network capability benefits many structured prediction tasks in an
end-to-end style. For example, object detection used to need a dedicated complex model such
as DPM [53] and a considerable amount of tricks to train the model. Nowadays, one Mask-
RCNN [81] is sufficient. Such advancement paves the way for studying previously difficult tasks
in the scope of transfer learning. For instance, domain adaptation for segmentation [86, 210] fol-
lowed FCN [114]. However, the more complex the tasks become, the harder it is to disentangle
features in transfer learning. How can we disentangle the features in complex tasks and networks?
After the literature review chapter, we present three diverse yet relevant topics to showcase how
1
deep learning has fundamentally changed different transfer learning problems and how we can use
deep learning as a tool to address the previous two questions.
We first describe zero-shot image tagging in chapter 3. Zero-shot learning trains a model to predict
labels that are unseen during the training phase. It is common to transfer knowledge of known
training labels to unseen labels via their semantically encoded word vectors. However, unlike
commonly studied zero-shot image classification, we want to study a more general image tagging
scenario, where each image may possess multiple labels. We begin by looking into a particular
image-word relation in this chapter. Our results show that the word vectors of relevant tags for
a given image rank ahead of the irrelevant tags, along a principal direction in the word vector
space. Inspired by this observation, we propose to solve image tagging by estimating the principal
direction for an image. Particularly, we exploit linear mappings and nonlinear deep neural networks
to approximate the principal direction from an input image. We arrive at a quite versatile tagging
model. It runs fast given a test image, in constant time w.r.t. the training set size. It not only
yields superior performance for the conventional tagging task on the NUS-WIDE dataset, but also
outperforms competitive baselines on annotating images with previously unseen tags.
In chapter 4, we describe domain adaptation for semantic segmentation and our solution to it.
Training semantic segmentation CNNs requires a considerable amount of data, which is difficult to
collect and laborious to annotate. Recent advances in computer graphics make it possible to train
CNNs on photo-realistic synthetic imagery with computer-generated annotations. Despite this, the
domain mismatch between real images and the synthetic data hinders the models’ performance.
Hence, we propose a curriculum-style learning approach to minimizing the domain gap in urban
scene semantic segmentation. The curriculum domain adaptation solves easy tasks first to infer
necessary properties about the target domain; in particular, the first task is to learn global label
distributions over images and local distributions over landmark superpixels. These are easy to
estimate because images of urban scenes have strong idiosyncrasies (e.g., the size and spatial
2
relations of buildings, streets, cars, etc.). We then train a segmentation network, while regularizing
its predictions in the target domain to follow those inferred properties. In experiments, our method
outperforms the baselines on two datasets and three backbone networks. We also report extensive
ablation studies about our approach.
Lastly, in chapter 5, we conduct an intriguing experimental study about a generalizable physical
adversarial attack on object detectors in the wild. In particular, we learn a camouflage pattern to
hide vehicles from being detected by state-of-the-art convolutional neural network based detectors.
Our approach alternates between two threads. In the first, we train a neural approximation function
to imitate how a simulator applies a camouflage to vehicles and how a vehicle detector performs
given images of the camouflaged vehicles. In the second, we minimize the approximated detection
score by searching for the optimal camouflage. Experiments show that the learned camouflage can
not only hide a vehicle from the image-based detectors under many test cases but also generalizes
to different environments, vehicles, and object detectors.
3
CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Image Tagging
Image tagging aims to assign relevant tags to an image or to return a ranking list of tags. In the liter-
ature this problem has been mainly approached from the tag ranking perspective. In the generative
methods, which involve topic models [17, 125, 204, 133] and mixture models [104, 93, 182, 54, 29,
46], the candidate tags are naturally ranked according to their probabilities conditioned on the test
image. For the non-parametric nearest neighbor based methods [120, 121, 108, 95, 80, 107, 214],
the tags for the test image are often ranked by the votes from some training images. The nearest
neighbor based algorithms, in general, outperform those depending on generative models [95, 109],
but suffer from high computation costs in both training and testing. The recent FastTag algo-
rithm [34] is magnitude faster and achieves comparable results with the nearest neighbor based
methods. The embedding method [196] assigns ranking scores to the tags by a cross-modality
mapping between images and tags. This idea is further exploited using deep neural networks [75].
Interestingly, none of these methods learn their models explicitly for the ranking purpose ex-
cept [196, 75], although they all rank the candidate tags for the test images. Thus, there exists
a mismatch between the models learned and the actual usage of the models, violating the principle
of Occam’s razor.
2.2 Word Embedding
Instead of representing words using the traditional one-hot vectors, word embedding maps each
word to a continuous-valued vector, by learning from primarily the statistics of word co-occurrences.
Although there are earlier works on word embedding [162, 45], we point out that our work focuses
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on the most recent GloVe [148] and word2vec vectors [124, 123, 122]. As shown in the well-known
word analogy experiments [124, 148], both types of word vectors are able to capture fine-grained
semantic and syntactic regularities using vector offsets.
2.3 Zero-shot Learning
Zero-shot learning is often used exchange-ably with zero-shot classification, whereas the latter is a
special case of the former. Unlike weakly-supervised learning [128, 59] which learn new concepts
by mining noisy new samples, zero-shot classification learns classifiers from seen classes and aims
to classify the objects of unseen classes [136, 135, 103, 6, 60, 92, 135, 136, 177]. Attributes [102,
52] and word vectors are two of the main semantic sources making zero-shot classification feasible.
Our Fast0Tag along with [61] enriches the family of zero-shot learning by zero-shot multi-label
classification [189]. Fu et al. [61] reduce the problem to zero-shot classification by treating every
combination of the multiple labels as a class. We instead directly model the labels and are able to
assign/rank many unseen tags for an image.
2.4 Domain adaptation
Conventional machine learning algorithms rely on the standard assumption that the training and
test data are drawn i.i.d. from the same underlying distribution. However, it is often the case that
there exists some discrepancy between the training and test stages. Domain adaptation aims to
rectify this mismatch and tune the models toward better generalization at the test stage [186, 185,
73, 97, 78].
The existing work on domain adaptation mostly focuses on classification and regression prob-
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lems [143, 138], e.g., learning from online images to classify real world objects [163, 74], and,
more recently, aims to improve the adaptability of deep neural networks [115, 66, 65, 190, 22].
Among them, the most relevant works to ours are those exploring simulated data [179, 203, 158,
194, 86, 146, 172]. Sun and Saenko train generic object detectors from synthetic images [179],
while Vazquez et al. use virtual images to improve pedestrian detections in real environments [194].
The other way around, i.e., how to improve the quality of the simulated images using the real ones,
is studied in [172, 146].
2.5 Semantic Segmentation
Semantic segmentation is the task of assigning an object label to each pixel of an image. Traditional
methods [171, 184, 208] rely on local image features manually designed by domain experts. After
the pioneering works [32, 114] that introduced the convolutional neural network (CNN) [106] to
semantic segmentation, most recent top-performing methods are also built on CNNs [199, 160, 15,
212, 134, 44].
Currently, there are multiple and increasing numbers of semantic segmentation datasets aiming for
different computer vision applications. Some general ones include the PASCAL VOC2012 Chal-
lenge [48], which contains nearly 10,000 annotated images for the segmentation competition, and
the MS COCO Challenge [111], which includes over 200,000 annotated images. In our paper, we
focus on urban outdoor scenes. Several urban scene segmentation datasets are publicly available
such as Cityscapes [40], a vehicle-centric dataset created primarily in German cities, KITTI [68],
another vehicle-centric dataset captured in the German city Karlsruhe, Berkeley DeepDrive Video
Dataset [202], a dashcam dataset collected in United States, Mapillary Vistas Dataset [131], so far
known as the largest outdoor urban scene segmentation dataset collected from all over the world,
WildDash, a much smaller yet diverse dataset for benchmark purpose, and CamVid [24], a small
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and low-resolution toy dashcam dataset. An enormous amount of labor-intensive work is required
to annotate the images that are needed to obtain accurate segmentation models. According to [156],
it took about 60 minutes to manually segment each image in [23] and about 90 minutes for each
in [40]. A plausible approach to reducing the human annotation workload is to utilize weakly
supervised information such as image labels and bounding boxes [144, 87, 140, 151].
We instead explore the almost labor-free labeled virtual images for training high-quality segmen-
tation networks. In [156], annotating a synthetic image took only 7 seconds on average through a
computer game. For the urban scenes, we use the SYNTHIA [158] and GTA [156] datasets which
contain images of virtual cities. Although not used in our experiments, another synthetic seg-
mentation dataset worth mentioning is Virtual KITTI [62], a synthetic duplication of the original
KITTI [68] dataset.
2.6 Domain Adaptation for Semantic Segmentation
Due to the clear visual mismatch between synthetic and real data [169, 156, 158], we expect to use
domain adaptation to enhance the segmentation performance on real images by networks trained
on synthetic imagery. To the best of our knowledge, our work [210] and the FCNs in the wild [86]
are among the very first attempts to tackle this problem. It subsequently became an independent
track in the Visual Domain Adaptation Challenge (VisDA) 2017 [147]. After that, some feature-
alignment based methods were developed [167, 85, 165, 37, 198]. We postpone further discussion
to Section 4.4, which presents a comprehensive survey of the works published after ours and before
December 2018. We group them into two major categories and describe their main methods. We
also summarize their results in Table 4.8 and analyze their complementary relationships with ours.
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2.7 Adversarial Attack and its Generalization
Currently, the adversarial attack is powerful enough to attack image classification [126], object
detection [11], semantic segmentation [201], audio recognition [28] and even bypass most of the
defense mechanism [12]. The mainstream adversarial machine learning research focuses on the
in silico ones or the generalization within in silico [113]. Such learned perturbations are practi-
cally unusable in the real world as shown in the experiments by [118], who found that almost all
perturbation methods failed to prevent a detector from detecting real stop signs.
The first physical world adversarial attack by [101] found perturbations remain effective on the
printed paper. [51] found a way to train perturbations that remain effective against a classifier
on real stop signs for different viewing angles and such. [13] trained another perturbation that
successfully attacks an image classifier on 3D-printed objects. However [119] found that [51]’s
perturbation does not fool the object detectors YOLO9000 [152] and Faster RCNN [154]. They
argue that fooling an image classifier is different and easier than fooling an object detector be-
cause the detector is able to propose object bounding boxes on its own. In the meanwhile, [117]’s
and [36]’s work could be generalized to attack the stop sign detector in the physical world more
effectively. However, all the above methods aim to perturb detecting the stop signs.
Blackbox attack is another relevant topic. Among the current blackbox attack literature, [141]
trained a target model substitution based on the assumption that the gradient between the image and
the perturbation is available. We do not have the gradient since the simulation is nondifferentiable.
[35] proposed a coordinate descent to attack the model. However, we found that our optimization
problem is time-consuming, noisy , empirically non-linear and non-convex. Time constraints made
this approach unavailable to us since it requires extensive evaluations during coordinate descent.
Besides, coordinate descent generally requires precise evaluation at each data-point.
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2.8 Simulation aided Machine Learning
Since the dawn of deep learning, data collection has always been of fundamental importance
as deep learning model performance is generally correlated with the amount of training data
used. Given the sometimes unrealistically expensive annotation costs, some machine learning
researchers use synthetic data to train their models. This is especially true in computer vision ap-
plications since state-of-the-art computer-generated graphics are truly photo-realistic. [159, 155]
proposed synthetic datasets for semantic segmentation. [63] proposed virtual KITTI as a synthetic
replica of the famous KITTI dataset [69] for tracking, segmentation, etc. And [193] proposed us-
ing synthetic data for human action learning. [209, 21] adapt RL-trained robot grasping models
from the synthetic environment to the real environment. [187] trained a detection network using
the same Unreal engine that we are using.
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CHAPTER 3: ZERO SHOT IMAGE TAGGING
3.1 Problem Introduction
Figure 3.1: Given an image, its relevant tags’ word vectors rank ahead of the irrelevant tags’ along
some direction in the word vector space. We call that direction the principal direction for the
image. To solve the problem of image tagging, we thus learn a function f(·) to approximate the
principal direction from an image. This function takes as the input an image xm and outputs a
vector f(xm) for defining the principal direction in the word vector space.
Recent advances in the vector-space representations of words [122, 123, 148] have benefited both
NLP [176, 216, 183] and computer vision tasks such as zeros-shot learning [177, 58, 6] and im-
age captioning [105, 96, 98]. The use of word vectors in NLP is grounded on the fact that the
This chapter contains previously published materials from “Fast zero-shot image tagging” by Yang Zhang, Bo-
qing Gong, and Mubarak Shah, published in Proceedings of the IEEE Conference on Computer Vision and Pattern
Recognition in 2016.
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fine-grained linguistic regularities over words are captured by linear word vector offsets—a key
observation from the well-known word analogy experiments [124, 148], such as the syntactic re-
lation dance− dancing ≈ fly − flying and semantic relation king −man ≈ queen− woman.
However, it is unclear whether the visual regularities over words, which are implicitly used in the
aforementioned computer vision problems, can still be encoded by the simple vector offsets.
In this chapter, we are interested in the problem of image tagging, where an image (e.g., of a
zoo in Figure 3.1) calls for a partition of a vocabulary of words into two disjoint sets according
to the image-word relevance (e.g., relevant tags Y = {people, animal, zoo} and irrelevant ones
Y = {sailor, book, landscape}). This partitioning of words, (Y, Y ), is essentially different from
the fine-grained syntactic (e.g., dance to dancing) or semantic (e.g., king to man) relation tested
in the word analogy experiments. Instead, it is about the relationship between two sets of words
due to a visual image. Such a relation in words is semantic and descriptive, and focuses on visual
association, albeit relatively coarser. In this case, do the word vectors still offer the nice property,
that the simple linear vector offsets can depict the visual (image) association relations in words?
For the example of the zoo, while humans are capable of easily answering that the words in Y are
more related to the zoo than those in Y , can such zoo-association relation in words be expressed
by the 9 pairwise word vector offsets {people − sailor, people − book, · · · , zoo − landscape}
between the relevant Y and irrelevant Y tags’ vectors?
One of the main contributions of this chapter is to empirically examine the above two questions
(cf. Section 3.2). Every image introduces a visual association rule (Y, Y ) over words. Thanks to
the large number of images in benchmark datasets for image tagging, we are able to examine many
distinct visual association regulations in words and the corresponding vector offsets in the word
vector space. Our results reveal a somehow surprising connection between the two: the offsets
between the vectors of the relevant tags Y and those of the irrelevant Y are along about the same
direction, which we call the principal direction. See Figure 3.2 for the visualization of some
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vector offsets. In other words, there exists at least one vector (direction) w in the word vector
space, such that its inner products with the vector offsets between Y and Y are greater than 0, i.e.,
∀p ∈ Y , ∀n ∈ Y ,
〈w,p− n〉 > 0 equivalently, 〈w,p〉 > 〈w,n〉 , (3.1)
where the latter reads that the vector w ranks all relevant words Y (e.g., for the zoo image) ahead
of the irrelevant ones Y . For brevity, we overload the notations Y and Y to respectively denote the
vectors of the words in them.
The visual association relations in words thus represent themselves by the (linear) rank-abilities
of the corresponding word vectors. This result reinforces the conclusion from the word anal-
ogy experiments that, for a single word multiple relations are embedded in the high dimensional
space [124, 148]. Furthermore, those relations can be expressed by simple linear vector arithmetic.
Inspired by the above observation, we propose to solve the image tagging problem by estimating
the principal direction, along which the relevant tags rank ahead of the irrelevant ones in the word
vector space. Particularly, we exploit linear mappings and deep neural networks to approximate
the principal direction from each input image. This is a grand new point of view to image tagging
and results in a quite versatile tagging model. It operates fast given a test image, in constant time
with respect to the training set size. It not only gives superior performance for the conventional
tagging task, but is also capable of assigning novel tags from an open vocabulary, which are unseen
at the training stage. We do not assume any a priori knowledge about these unseen tags as long
as they are in the same vector space as the seen tags for training. To this end, we name our
approach fast zero-shot image tagging (Fast0Tag) to recognize that it possesses the advantages of
both FastTag [34] and zero-shot learning [103, 60, 61].
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In sharp contrast to our approach, previous image tagging methods can only annotate test images
with the tags seen at training except [61], to the best of our knowledge. Limited by the static and
usually small number of seen tags in the training data, these models are frequently challenged in
practice. For instance, there are about 53M tags on Flickr and the number is rapidly growing.
The work of [61] is perhaps the first attempt to generalize an image tagging model to unseen tags.
Compared to the proposed method, it depends on two extra assumptions. One is that the unseen
tags are known a priori in order to tune the model towards their combinations. The other is that the
test images are known a priori, to regularize the model. Furthermore, the generalization of [61]
is limited to a very small number, U, of unseen tags, as it has to consider all the 2U possible
combinations.
To summarize, our first main contribution is on the analyses of the visual association relations
in words due to images, and how they are captured by word vector offsets. We hypothesize and
empirically verify that, for each visual association rule (Y, Y ), in the word vector space there exists
a principal direction, along which the relevant words’ vectors rank ahead of the others’. Built upon
this finding, the second contribution is a novel image tagging model, Fast0Tag, which is fast and
generalizes to open-vocabulary unseen tags. Last but not least, we explore three different image
tagging scenarios: conventional tagging which assigns seen tags to images, zero-shot tagging
which annotates images by (a large number of) unseen tags, and seen/unseen tagging which tags
images with both seen and unseen tags. In contrast, the existing work tackles either conventional
tagging, or zero-shot tagging with very few unseen tags. Our Fast0Tag gives superior results over































Figure 3.2: Visualization of the offsets between relevant tags’ word vectors and irrelevant ones’.
Note that each vector from the origin to a point is an offset between two word vectors. The relevant
tags are shown beside the images [39].
3.2 The linear rank-ability of word vectors
Our Fast0Tag approach benefits from the finding that the visual association relation in words, i.e.,
the partition of a vocabulary of words according to their relevances to an image, expresses itself in
the word vector space as the existence of a principal direction, along which the words/tags relevant
to the image rank ahead of the irrelevant ones. This section details the finding.
3.2.1 The regulation over words due to image tagging
We use S to denote the seen tags available for training image tagging models and U the tags unseen
at the training stage. The training data are in the form of {(xm, Ym);m = 1, 2, · · · ,M}, where
xm ∈ RD is the feature representation of image m and Ym ⊂ S are the seen tags relevant to that
image. For brevity, we overload the notation Ym to also denote the collection of the corresponding
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word/tag vectors.
The conventional image tagging aims to assign seen tags in S to the test images. The zero-shot
tagging, formalized in [61], tries to annotate test images using a pre-fixed set of unseen tags U .
In addition to those two scenarios, this chapter considers seen/unseen image tagging, which finds
both relevant seen tags from S and relevant unseen tags from U for the test images. Furthermore,
the set of unseen tags U could be open and dynamically growing.
Denote by Ym := L \ Ym the irrelevant seen tags. An image m introduces a visual association
regulation to words—the partition (Ym, Ym) of the seen tags to two disjoint sets. Noting that
many fine-grained syntactic and semantic regulations over words can be expressed by linear word
vector offsets, we next examine what properties the vector offsets could offer for this new visual
association rule.
3.2.2 Principal direction and cluster structure
Figure 3.2 visualizes the vector offsets (p − n), ∀p ∈ Ym, ∀n ∈ Ym using t-SNE [192] and PCA
for two visual association rules over words. One is imposed by an image with 5 relevant tags and
the other is with 15 relevant tags. We observe two main structures from the vector offsets:
Principal direction. Mostly, the vector offsets point to about the same direction (relative to the
origin), which we call the principal direction, for a given visual association rule (Ym, Ym) in
words for image m. This implies that the relevant tags Ym rank ahead of the irrelevant ones
Ym along the principal direction (cf. eq. (3.1)).
Cluster structure. There exist cluster structures in the vector offsets for each visual association
regulation over the words. Moreover, all the offsets pointing to the same relevant tag in Ym
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fall into the same cluster. We differentiate the offsets pointing to different relevant tags by
colors in Figure 3.2.
Can the above two observations generalize? Namely, do they still hold in the high-dimensional
word vector space for more visual association rules imposed by other images? To answer the
questions, we next design an experiment to verify the existence of the principal directions in word
vector spaces, or equivalently the linear rank-ability of word vectors. We leave the cluster structure
for future research.
3.2.3 Testing the linear rank-ability hypothesis
Our experiments in this section are conducted on the validation set (26,844 images, 925 seen tags
S, and 81 unseen tags U) of NUS-WIDE [39]. The number of relevant seen/unseen tags associated
with an image ranges from 1 to 20/117 and on average is 1.7/4.9. See Section 3.4 for details.
Our objective is to investigate, for any visual association rule (Ym, Ym) in words by image m, the
existence of the principal direction along which the relevant tags Ym rank ahead of the irrelevant
tags Ym. The proof completes once we find a vector w in the word vector space that satisfies the
ranking constraints 〈w,p〉 > 〈w,n〉 ,∀p ∈ Ym,∀n ∈ Ym. To this end, we train a linear ranking
SVM [94] for each visual association rule using all the corresponding pairs (p,n), then rank the
word vectors by the SVM, and finally examine how many constraints are violated. In particular,
we employ MiAP, the larger the better (cf. Section 3.4), to compare the SVM’s ranking list with
those ranking constraints. We repeat the above process for all the validation images, resulting in
21,863 unique visual association rules.
Implementation of ranking SVM. In this chapter, we use the implementation of solving ranking
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where λ is the hyper-parameter controlling the trade-off between the objective and the regulariza-
tion.






























Figure 3.3: The existence (left) and generalization (right) of the principal direction for each visual
association rule in words induced by an image.
Results. The MiAP results averaged over all the distinct regulations are reported in Figure 3.3(left),
in which we test the 300D GloVe vectors [148] and word2vec [124] of dimensions 100, 300, 500,
and 1000. The horizontal axis shows different regularizations we use for training the ranking
SVMs. Larger λ regularizes the models more. In the 300D GloVe space and the word2vec spaces
of 300, 500, and 1000 dimensions, more than two ranking SVMs, with small λ values, give rise
to nearly perfect ranking results (MiAP ≈ 1), showing that the seen tags L are linearly rank-able
under almost every visual association rule—all the ranking constraints imposed by the relevant Ym
and irrelevant Ym tags to image m are satisfied.
However, we shall be cautious before drawing any conclusions beyond the experimental vocabulary
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L of seen tags. An image m incurs a visual association rule essentially over all words, though the
same rule implies different partitions of distinct experimental vocabularies (e.g., the seen tags L
and unseen ones U). Accordingly, we would expect the principal direction for the seen tags is also
shared by the unseen tags under the same rule, if the answer is YES to the questions at the end of
Section 3.2.2.
Generalization to unseen tags. We test whether the same principal direction exists for the seen
tags and unseen ones under every visual association rule induced by an image. This can be (only
partially) justified by applying the ranking SVMs previously learned, to the unseen tags’ vectors,
because we do not know the “true” principal directions. We consider the with 81 unseen tags
U as the “test data” for the trained ranking SVMs, each due to an image incurred visual associ-
ation. NUS-WIDE provides the annotations of the 81 tags for the images. The results, shown
in Figure 3.3(right), are significantly better than the most basic baseline, randomly ranking the
tags (the black curve close to the origin), demonstrating that the directions output by SVMs are
generalizable to the new vocabulary U of words.
Observation. Therefore, we conclude that the word vectors are an efficient media to transfer
knowledge—the rank-ability along the principal direction—from the seen tags to the unseen ones.
We have empirically verified that the visual association rule (Ym, Ym) in words due to an image m
can be represented by the linear rank-ability of the corresponding word vectors along a principal
direction. Our experiments involve |L| + |U| = 1,006 words in total. Larger-scale and theoretical
studies are required for future work.
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3.3 Approximating the linear ranking functions
This section presents our Fast0Tag approach to image tagging. We first describe how to solve image
tagging by approximating the principal directions thanks to their existence and generalization,
empirically verified in the last section. We then describe detailed approximation techniques.
3.3.1 Image tagging by ranking
Grounded on the observation from Section 3.2, that there exists a principal direction wm, in the
word vector space, for every visual association rule (Ym, Y m) in words by an imagem, we propose
a straightforward solution to image tagging. The main idea is to approximate the principal direction
by learning a mapping function f(·), between the visual space and the word vector space, such that
f(xm) ≈ wm, (3.2)
where xm is the visual feature representation of the image m. Therefore, given a test image x, we
can immediately suggest a list of tags by ranking the word vectors of the tags along the direction
f(x), namely, by the ranking scores,
〈f(x), t〉 , ∀t ∈ L ∪ U (3.3)
no matter the tags are from the seen set S or unseen set U .
We explore both linear and nonlinear neural networks for implementing the approximation function
f(x) ≈ w.
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3.3.2 Approximation by linear regression
Here we assume a linear function from the input image representation x to the output principal
direction w, i.e.,
f(x) := Ax, (3.4)
where A can be solved in a closed form by linear regression. Accordingly, we have the following
from the training
wm = Axm + m,m = 1, 2, · · · ,M (3.5)
where wm is the principal direction of all offset vectors of the seen tags, for the visual association
rule (Ym, Ym) due to the image m, and m are the errors. Minimizing the mean squared errors
gives us a closed form solution to A.
One caveat is that we do not know the exact principal directions wm at all—the training data only
offer images xm and the relevant tags Ym. Here we take the easy alternative and use the directions
found by ranking SVMs (cf. Section 3.2) in eq. (3.5). There are thus two stages involved to learn
the linear function f(x) = Ax. The first stage trains a ranking SVM over the word vectors of seen
tags for each visual association (Ym, Ym). The second stage solves for the mapping matrix A by
linear regression, in which the targets are the directions returned by the ranking SVMs.
Discussion. We note that the the linear transformation between visual and word vector spaces has
been employed before, e.g., for zero-shot classification [6, 58] and image annotation/classification [197].
This work differs from them with a prominent feature, that the mapped image f(x) = Ax has a
clear meaning; it depicts the principal direction, which has been empirically verified, for the tags
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Figure 3.4: The neural network used in our approach for implementing the mapping function
f(x;θ) from the input image, which is represented by the CNN features x, to its corresponding
principal direction in the word vector space.
3.3.3 Approximation by neural networks
We also exploit a nonlinear mapping f(x;θ) by a multi-layer neural network, where θ denotes the
network parameters. Figure 3.4 shows the network architecture. It consists of two RELU layers
followed by a linear layer to output the approximated principal direction, w, for an input image
x. We expect the nonlinear mapping function f(x;θ) to offer better modeling flexibility than the
linear one.
Can we still train the neural network by regressing to the M directions obtained from ranking
SVMs? Both our intuition and experiments tell that this is a bad idea. The number M of training
instances is small relative to the number of parameters in the network, making it hard to avoid
overfitting. Furthermore, the directions by ranking SVMs are not the true principal directions
anyway. There is no reason for us to stick to the ranking SVMs for the principal directions.
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We instead unify the two stages in Section 3.3.2. Recall that we desire the output of the neural
network f(xm;θ) to be the principal direction, along which all the relevant tag vectors p ∈ Ym of
an image m rank ahead of the irrelevant ones n ∈ Ym. Denote by
ν(p,n;θ) = 〈f(xm;θ),n〉 − 〈f(xm;θ),p〉 ,
the amount of violation to any of those ranking constraints. We minimize the following loss to










log (1 + exp{ν(p,n;θ)})
where ωm =
(|Ym||Ym|)−1 normalizes the per-image RankNet loss [27] `(xm, Ym;θ) by the num-
ber of ranking constraints imposed by the image m over the tags. This formulation enables the
function f(x) to directly take account of the ranking constraints by relevant p and irrelevant n
tags. Moreover, it can be optimized with no challenge at all by standard mini-batch gradient de-
scent.
Practical considerations. We use Theano [19] to solve the optimization problem. A mini-batch
consists of 1,000 images, each of which incurs on average 4,600 pairwise ranking constraints of
the tags—we use all pairwise ranking constraints in the optimization. The normalization ωm for
the per-image ranking loss suppresses the violations from the images with many positive tags.
This is desirable since the numbers of relevant tags of the images are unbalanced, ranging from
1 to 20. Without the normalization the MiAP results drop by about 2% in our experiments. For
regularization, we use early stopping and a dropout layer [84] with the drop rate of 30%. The
optimization hyper-parameters are selected by the validation set.
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In addition to the RankNet loss [27] in eq. (3.6), we have also experimented some other choices for
the per-image loss, including the hinge loss [41], Crammer-Singer loss [42], and pairwise max-out
ranking [94]. The hinge loss performs the worst, likely because it is essentially not designed for
ranking problems, though one can still understand it as a point-wise ranking loss. The Crammer-
Singer, pairwise max-out, and RankNet are all pair-wise ranking loss functions. They give rise to
comparable results and RankNet outperforms the other two by about 2% in terms of MiAP. This
may attribute to the ease of control over the optimization process for RankNet. Finally, we note
that the list-wise ranking loss [200] can also be employed.
3.4 Experiments on NUS-WIDE
This section presents our experimental results. We contrast our approach to several competitive
baselines for the conventional image tagging task on the large-scale NUS-WIDE [39] dataset.
Moreover, we also evaluate our method on the zero-shot and seen/unseen image tagging problems
(cf. Section 3.2.1). For the comparison on these problems, we extend some existing zero-shot
classification algorithms and consider some variations of our own approach.
3.4.1 Dataset and evaluation
3.4.1.1 NUS-WIDE
We mainly use the NUS-WIDE dataset [39] for the experiments in this section. NUS-WIDE is a
standard benchmark dataset for image tagging. It contains 269,648 images in the original release
and we are able to retrieve 223,821 of them since some images are either corrupted or removed
from Flickr. We follow the recommended experiment protocol to split the dataset into a training
set with 134,281 images and a test set with 89,603 images. We further randomly separate 20%
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from the training set as our validation set for 1) tuning hyper-parameters in our method and the
baselines and 2) conducting the empirical analyses in Section 3.2.
3.4.1.2 Annotations of NUS-WIDE
NUS-WIDE releases three sets of tags associated with the images. The first set comprises of 81
“groundtruth” tags. They are carefully chosen to be representative of the Flickr tags, such as con-
taining both general terms (e.g., animal) and specific ones (e.g., dog and flower), corresponding
to frequent tags on Flickr, etc. Moreover, they are annotated by high-school and college students
and are much less noisy than those directly collected from the Web. This 81-tag set is usually
taken as the groundtruth for benchmarking different image tagging methods. The second and the
third sets of annotations are both harvested from Flickr. There are 1,000 popular Flickr tags in the
second set and nearly 5,000 raw tags in the third.
3.4.1.3 Image features and word vectors
We extract and `2 normalize the image feature representations of VGG-19 [175]. Both GloVe [148]
and Word2vec [124] word vectors are included in our empirical analysis experiments in Section 3.2
and the 300D GloVe vectors are used for the remaining experiments. We also `2 normalize the word
vectors.
3.4.2 Evaluation
We evaluate the tagging results of different methods using two types of metrics. One is the mean
image average precision (MiAP), which takes the whole ranking list into account. The other con-
sists of the precision, recall, and F-1 score for the top K tags in the list. We report the results for
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K = 3 and K = 5. Both metrics are commonly used in the previous works on image tagging. We
refer the readers to Section 3.3 of [109] for how to calculate MiAP and to Section 4.2 of [75] for
the top-K precision and recall.
3.4.3 Conventional image tagging
Here we report the experiments on the conventional tagging. The 81 concepts with “groundtruth”
annotations in NUS-WIDE are used to benchmark different methods.
3.4.3.1 Baselines
We include TagProp [80] as the first competitive baseline. It is representative among the nearest
neighbor based methods, which in general outperform the parametric methods built from genera-
tive models [17, 29], and gives rise to state-of-the-art results in the experimental study [109]. We
further compare with two most recent parametric methods, WARP [75] and FastTag [34], both of
which are built upon deep architectures though using different models. For a fair comparison, we
use the same VGG-19 features for all the methods—the code of TagProp and FastTag is provided
by the authors and we implement WARP based on our neural network architecture. Finally, we
compare to WSABIE [197] and CCA, both correlating images and relevant tags in a low dimen-
sional space. All the hyper-parameters (e.g., the number of nearest neighbors in TagProp and early
stopping for WARP) are selected using the validation set.
3.4.3.2 Results
Table 3.1 shows the comparison results of TagProp, WARP, FastTag, WSABIE, CCA, and our
Fast0Tag models implemented respectively by the linear mapping and nonlinear neural network.
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Table 3.1: Comparison results of the conventional image tagging with 81 tags on NUS-WIDE.
Method % MiAP
K = 3 K = 5
P R F1 P R F1
CCA 19 9 15 11 7 20 11
WSABIE [197] 28 16 27 20 12 35 18
TagProp [80] 53 29 50 37 22 62 32
WARP [75] 48 27 45 34 20 57 30
FastTag [34] 41 23 39 29 19 54 28
Fast0Tag (lin.) 52 29 50 37 21 60 31
Fast0Tag (net.) 55 31 52 39 23 65 34
Table 3.2: Comparison results of the zero-shot and seen/unseen image tagging tasks with 81
unseen tags and 925 seen tags.
Method %
Zero-shot image tagging Seen/unseen image tagging
MiAP
K = 3 K = 5
MiAP
K = 3 K = 5
P R F1 P R F1 P R F1 P R F1
Random 7.1 2.2 3.8 2.8 2.2 6.1 3.2 1.2 0.6 0.3 0.4 0.6 0.5 0.5
Seen2Unseen 16.7 7.3 12.5 9.2 7.0 19.7 10.3 2.8 2.1 1.1 1.4 1.9 1.6 1.8
LabelEM [7] 23.7 11.9 20.2 14.9 10.2 28.9 15.1 8.8 8.7 4.4 5.8 7.9 6.6 7.2
LabelEM+ [7] 24.9 12.5 21.4 15.8 10.7 30.4 15.8 10.2 11.3 5.7 7.6 9.6 8.1 8.8
ConSE [135] 32.4 17.7 30.1 22.3 13.7 38.8 20.2 12.5 16.7 8.4 11.2 13.5 11.3 12.3
Fast0Tag (lin.) 40.1 21.8 37.2 27.5 17.0 48.4 25.2 18.8 22.9 11.5 15.4 18.7 15.7 17.1
Fast0Tag (net.) 42.2 22.6 38.4 28.4 17.6 50.0 26.0 19.1 21.7 11.0 14.5 18.4 15.5 16.8
RankSVM 37.0 19.7 33.3 24.7 15.2 42.9 22.5 – – – – – – –
We can see that TagProp performs significantly better than WARP and FastTag. However, Tag-
Prop’s training and test complexities are very high, being respectively O(M2) and O(M) w.r.t. the
training set size M. In contrast, both WARP and FastTag are more efficient, with O(M) training
complexity and constant testing complexity, thanks to their parametric formulation. Our Fast0Tag
with linear mapping gives comparable results to TagProp and Fast0Tag with the neural network
outperforms the other methods. Also, both implementations have as low computation complexities
as WARP and FastTag.
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3.4.4 Zero-shot and Seen/Unseen image tagging
This section presents some results for the two novel image tagging scenarios, zero-shot and
seen/unseen tagging.
Fu et al. [61] formalized the zero-shot image tagging problem, aiming to annotate test images
using a pre-fixed set U of unseen tags. Our Fast0Tag naturally applies to this scenario, by simply
ranking the unseen tags with eq. (3.3). Furthermore, this paper also considers seen/unseen image
tagging which finds both relevant seen tags from S and relevant unseen tags from U for the test
images. The set of unseen tags U could be open and dynamically growing.
In our experiments, we treat the 81 concepts with high-quality user annotations in NUS-WIDE
as the unseen set U for evaluation and comparison. We use the remaining 925 out of the 1000
frequent Flickr tags to form the seen set S—75 tags are shared by the original 81 and 1,000 tags.
3.4.4.1 Baselines
Our Fast0Tag models can be readily applied to the zero-shot and seen/unseen image tagging
scenarios. For comparison we study the following baselines.
Seen2Unseen. We first propose a simple method which extends an arbitrary traditional image
tagging method to also working with previously unseen tags. It originates from our analysis
experiment in Section 3.2. First, we use any existing method to rank the seen tags for a test
image. Second, we train a ranking SVM in the word vector space using the ranking list of
the seen tags. Third, we rank unseen (and seen) tags using the learned SVM for zero-shot
(and seen/unseen) tagging.
LabelEM. The label embedding method [7] achieves impressive results on zero-shot classification
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for fine-grained object recognition. If we consider each tag of S∪U as a unique class, though
this implies that some classes will have duplicated images, the LabelEM can be directly
applied to the two new tagging scenarios.
LabelEM+. We also modify the objective loss function of LabelEM when we train the model,
by carefully removing the terms that involve duplicated images. This slightly improves the
performance of LabelEM.
ConSE. Again by considering each tag as a class, we include a recent zero-shot classification
method, ConSE [135] in the following experiments.
Note that it is computationally infeasible to compare with [61], which might be the first work to
our knowledge on expanding image tagging to handle unseen tags, because it considers all the
possible combinations of the unseen tags.
3.4.4.2 Results
Table 3.2 summarizes the results of the baselines and Fast0Tag when they are applied to the zero-
shot andseen/unseen image tagging tasks. Overall, Fast0Tag , with either linear or neural network
mapping, performs the best.
Additionally, in the table we add two special rows whose results are mainly for reference. The
Random row corresponds to the case when we return a random list of tags in U for zero-shot
tagging (and in U ∪ S for seen/unseen tagging) to each test image. We compare this row with the
row of Seen2Unseen, in which we extend TagProp to handle the unseen tags. We can see that the
results of Unseen2Seen are significantly better than randomly ranking the tags. This tells us that
the simple Seen2Unseen is effective in expanding the labeling space of traditional image tagging
methods. Some tag completion methods [173] may also be employed for the same purpose as
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Seen2Unseen.
Another special row in Table 3.2 is the last one with RankSVM for zero-shot image tagging. We
obtain its results through the following steps. Given a test image, we assume the annotation of
the seen tags, S, are known and then learn a ranking SVM with the default regularization λ = 1.
The learned SVM is then used to rank the unseen tags for this image. One may wonder that the
results of this row should thus be the upper bound of our Fast0Tag implemented based on linear
regression, because the ranking SVM models are the targets of the linear regresson. However, the
results show that they are not. This is not surprising, but rather it reinforces our previous statement
that the learned ranking SVMs are not the “true” principal directions. The Fast0Tag implemented
by the neural network is an effective alternative for seeking the principal directions.
It would also be interesting to compare the results in Table 3.2 (zero-shot image tagging) with
those in Table 3.1 (conventional tagging), because the experiments for the two tables share the
same testing images and the same candidate tags; they only differ in which tags are used for
training. We can see that the Fast0Tag (net.) results of the zero-shot tagging in Table 3.2 are
actually comparable to the conventional tagging results in Table 3.1, particularly about the same as
FastTag’s. These results are encouraging, indicating that it is unnecessary to use all the candidate
tags for training in order to have high-quality tagging performance.
Table 3.3: Annotating images with up to 4,093 unseen tags.
Method % MiAP
K = 3 K = 5
P R F1 P R F1
Random 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
Fast0Tag (lin.) 9.8 9.4 7.2 8.2 7.4 9.5 8.4
Fast0Tag (net.) 8.5 8.0 6.2 7.0 6.5 8.3 7.3
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3.4.5 Predicting images with 4,093 unseen tags
What happens when we have a large number of unseen tags showing up at the test stage? NUS-
WIDE provides noisy annotations for the images with over 5,000 Flickr tags. Excluding the 925
seen tags that are used to train models, there are 4,093 remaining unseen tags. We use the Fast0Tag
models to rank all the unseen tags for the test images and the results are shown in Table 3.3.
Noting that the noisy annotations weaken the credibility of the evaluation process, the results are









































































































































Figure 3.5: The top five tags for exemplar images [39] returned by Fast0Tag on the conventional,
zero-shot, and seen/unseen image tagging tasks, and by TagProp for conventional tagging. (Correct
tags: green; mistaken tags: red and italic. Best viewed in color.)
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3.4.6 Qualitative results
Figure 3.5 shows the top five tags for some exemplar images [39], returned by Fast0Tag under the
conventional, zero-shot, and seen/unseen image tagging scenarios. Those by TagProp under the
conventional tagging are shown on the rightmost. The tags in green color appear in the groundtruth
annotation; those in red color and italic font are the mistaken tags. Interestingly, Fast0Tag per-
forms equally well for traditional and zero-shot tagging and makes even the same mistakes. More
results are in Suppl.
3.5 Experiments on IAPRTC-12
We present another set of experiments conducted on the widely used IAPRTC-12 [79] dataset. We
use the same tag annotation and image training-test split as described in [80] for our experiments.
There are 291 unique tags and 19627 images in IAPRTC-12. The dataset is split to 17341 train-
ing images and 2286 testing images. We further separate 15% from the training images as our
validation set.
3.5.1 Configuration
Just like the experiments presented in the last section, we evaluate our methods in three different
tasks: conventional tagging, zero-shot tagging, and seen/unseen tagging.
Unlike NUS-WIDE where a relatively small set (81 tags) is considered as the groundtruth anno-
tation, all the 291 tags of IAPRTC-12 are usually used in the previous work to compare different
methods. We thus also use all of them conventional tagging.
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As for zero-shot and seen/unseen tagging tasks, we exclude 20% from the 291 tags as unseen tags.
At the end, we have 233 seen tags and 58 unseen tags.
The visual features, evaluation metrics, word vectors, and baseline methods remain the same as
described in the main text.
Table 3.4: Comparison results of the conventional image tagging with 291 tags on IAPRTC-12.
Method % MiAP
K = 3 K = 5
P R F1 P R F1
TagProp [80] 52 54 29 38 46 41 43
WARP [75] 48 50 27 35 43 38 40
FastTag [34] 48 53 28 36 44 39 41
Fast0Tag (lin.) 46 52 28 37 43 38 40
Fast0Tag (net.) 56 58 31 41 50 44 47
Table 3.5: Comparison results of the zero-shot and seen/unseen image tagging tasks with 58
unseen tags and 233 seen tags on IAPRTC-12.
Method %
Zero-shot image tagging Seen/unseen image tagging
MiAP
K = 3 K = 5
MiAP
K = 3 K = 5
P R F1 P R F1 P R F1 P R F1
Random 8.1 2.0 4.5 2.8 2.2 2.2 8.1 3.5 2.2 1.2 1.5 1.9 1.7 1.8
Seen2Unseen 15.6 6.1 13.5 8.4 5.3 19.5 8.4 7.2 3.6 1.9 2.5 4.2 3.7 3.9
LabelEM [7] 11.5 3.6 7.9 4.9 3.6 13.3 5.7 13.8 3.1 1.7 2.2 4.4 3.9 8.7
LabelEM+ [7] 17.6 7.3 16.1 10.0 6.4 23.4 10.0 20.1 13.9 7.4 9.7 13.2 11.8 12.5
ConSE [135] 24.1 9.7 21.3 13.3 8.9 32.5 13.9 32.5 38.8 20.6 26.9 31.1 27.6 29.2
Fast0Tag (lin.) 23.1 11.3 24.9 15.6 9.0 33.2 14.2 42.9 50.6 27.0 35.2 40.8 36.2 38.4
Fast0Tag (net.) 20.3 8.5 18.6 11.6 7.2 26.4 11.3 45.9 48.2 25.7 33.5 42.2 37.4 39.7
RankSVM 21.6 10.2 22.6 14.1 8.6 31.7 13.6 – – – – – – –
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3.5.2 Results
Table 3.4 and 3.5 show the results of all the three image tagging scenarios (conventional, zero-
shot, and seen/unseen tagging). The proposed Fast0Tag still outperforms the other competitive
baselines in this new IAPRTC-12 dataset.
A notable phenomenon, which is yet less observable on NUS-WIDE probably due to its noisier
seen tags, is that the gap between LabelEM+ and LabelEM is significant. It indicates that the
traditional zero-shot classification methods are not suitable for either zero-shot or seen/unseen
image tagging task. Whereas we can improve the performance by tweaking LabelEM and by


















































































































































































































































































































































Figure 3.6: The top five tags for exemplar images in [39](a) and [79](b) returned by Fast0Tag on
the conventional, zero-shot, seen/unseen and 4,093 zero-shot image tagging tasks, and by TagProp
for conventional tagging. (Correct tags: green; mistaken tags: red and italic)
3.5.3 Qualitative results
In this section, we provide more qualitative results of different tagging methods on both the NUS-
WIDE, shown in Figure 3.6.(a) supplementing Figure 3.5, and the IAPRTC-12, shown in Figure
3.6.(b).
Due to incompletion and noise of tag groundtruth, many actually correct tag predictions are often
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evaluated as mistaken predictions since they mismatch with groundtruth. This phenomenon be-
comes especially apparent in 4k zero-shot tagging results in Figure 3.6.(a) where plentiful diverse
tag candidates are considered.
3.6 Summary
We have systematically studied a particular visual regulation over words, the visual association
rule which partitions words into two disjoint sets according to their relevances to an image, as well
as how it can be captured by the vector offsets in the word vector space. Our empirical results
show that, for any image, there exists a principal direction in the word vector space such that the
relevant tags’ vectors rank ahead of the irrelevant ones’ along that direction. The experimental
analyses involve 1,006 words; larger-scale and theoretical analyses are required for future work.
Built upon this observation, we develop a Fast0Tag model to solve image tagging by estimating the
principal directions for input images. Our approach is as efficient as FastTag [34] and is capable of
annotating images with a large number of previously unseen tags. Extensive experiments validate
the effectiveness of our Fast0Tag approach.
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CHAPTER 4: DOMAIN ADAPTATION FOR SEMANTIC
SEGMENTATION
4.1 Problem Introduction
Semantic Segmentation segmentation is one of the most challenging and fundamental problems
in computer vision. It assigns a semantic label to each pixel of an input image [67]. The re-
sulting output is a dense and rich annotation of the image, with one semantic label per pixel.
Semantic segmentation facilitates many downstream applications, including autonomous driving,
which, over the past few years, has made great strides towards use by the general population.
Indeed, several datasets and test suites have been developed for research on autonomous driv-
ing [40, 202, 170, 47, 156], and, among them, semantic segmentation is often considered one of
the key tasks.
Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) [114, 99] have become a hallmark backbone model to
solve the semantic segmentation of large-scale image sets over the last half decade. All of the
top-performing methods on the challenge board of the Cityscapes pixel-level semantic labeling
task [40] rely on CNNs. One of the reasons that CNNs are able to achieve a high level of accuracy
for this task is that the training set is sufficiently large and well-labeled, covering the variability of
the test set for the research purpose. In practice, however, it is often hard to acquire new training
This chapter contains previously published materials from: 1) “Curriculum domain adaptation for semantic seg-
mentation of urban scenes” by Yang Zhang, Philip David, and Boqing Gong, published in Proceedings of the IEEE
International Conference on Computer Vision in 2017; 2) “A Curriculum Domain Adaptation Approach to the Seman-
tic Segmentation of Urban Scenes” by Yang Zhang, Philip David, Hassan Foroosh, Boqing Gong, published in IEEE
Transactions on Pattern Analysis and Machine Intelligence in 2019.
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sets that fully cover the huge variability of real-life test scenarios. Even if one could compose
a large-scale dataset with sufficient variability, it would be extremely tedious to label the images
with pixel-wise semantic labels. For example, Cordts et al. report that the annotation and quality
control took more than 1.5 hours per image in the popular Cityscapes dataset [40].
These challenges motivate researchers to approach the segmentation problem by using comple-
mentary synthetic data. With modern graphics engines, automatically synthesizing diverse urban-
scene images along with pixel-wise labels would require very little to zero human labor. Figure 4.4
shows some synthetic images of the GTA dataset [156]. They are quite photo-realistic, giving rise
to the hope that a semantic segmentation neural network trained from them can perform reason-
ably well on the real images as well. However, our experiments show that this is not the case (cf.
Section 4.3), signifying a severe mismatch between the real images and the synthesized ones. Mul-
tiple factors may contribute to the mismatch, such as the scene layouts, capture devices (camera
vs. rendering engine), view angles, lighting conditions and shadows, textures, etc.
In this chapter, our main objective is to investigate the use of domain adaptation techniques [85,
86, 210, 147] to more effectively transfer the semantic segmentation neural networks trained using
synthetic images to high-quality segmentation networks for real images. We build our efforts upon
our prior work [210], in which we propose a novel domain adaptation approach to the semantic
segmentation of urban scenes.
Domain adaption, which mainly aims to boost models’ performance when the target domain of
interest differs from the one where the models are trained, has long been a popular topic in machine
learning and computer vision [43]. It has recently drawn even greater attention along with transfer
learning [195] thanks to the prevalence of deep neural networks which are often “data-hungry”.
An intuitive domain adaptation strategy is to learn domain-invariant feature representations for the
images of both domains, where the source domain supplies a labeled training set and the target
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domain reveals zero to a few labeled images along with many unlabeled ones. In this case, the
source domain features would resemble the target ones’ characteristics. Thus, the model trained
on the labeled source domain can be generalized to the target domain. Earlier “shallow” methods
achieve such goals by exploiting various intrinsic structures of the data [74, 76, 55, 178, 137, 72,
10, 100]. In contrast, the recent “deep” methods mainly devise new loss functions and/or network
architectures to add domain-invariant ingredients to the gradients backpropagating through the
neural networks [191, 115, 190, 66, 65].
Upon observing the success of learning domain-invariant features in the prior domain adaptation
tasks, it is a natural tendency to follow the same principle for the adaptation of semantic segmen-
tation models. There have been some positive results along this line [86, 147]. However, the
underlying assumption of this principle may prevent the methods designed around it from achiev-
ing high adaptation performance. By focusing on learning domain-invariant features X (i.e., such
that PS(X) ≈ PT (X), where the subscripts S and T stand for the source and target domains,
respectively), one assumes the conditional distribution P (Y |X), where Y are the pixel labels, is
more or less shared by the two domains. This assumption is less likely to be true when the clas-
sification boundary becomes more and more sophisticated — the prediction function for semantic
segmentation has to be sophisticated. The sets of pixel labels are high-dimensional, highly struc-
tured, and interdependent, implying that the learner has to resolve the predictions in an exponen-
tially large label space. Besides, some discriminative cues in the data would be suppressed if one
matches the feature representations of the two domains without taking careful account of the struc-
tured labels. Finally, data instances are the proxy to measure the domain difference [78, 65, 66].
However, it is not immediately clear what comprises the instance in semantic segmentation [86],
especially given that the top-performing segmentation methods are built upon deep neural net-
works [114, 144, 134, 32]. Hoffman et al. take each spatial unit in the fully convolutional network
(FCN) [114] as an instance [86]. We contend that such instances are actually non-i.i.d. in either
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individual domain, as their receptive fields overlap with each other.
How can we avoid the assumption that the source and target domains share the same prediction
function in a transformed domain-invariant feature space? Our proposed solution draws on two
key observations. One is that the urban traffic scene images have strong idiosyncrasies (e.g., the
size and spatial relations of buildings, streets, cars, etc.). Therefore, some tasks are “easy” and,
more importantly, suffer less because of the domain discrepancy. For instance, it is easy to infer
from a traffic scene image that the road often occupies a larger number of pixels than the traffic
sign does. Second, the structured output in semantic segmentation enables convenient posterior
regularization [64], as opposed to the generic (e.g., `2) regularization over model parameters.
Accordingly, we propose a curriculum-style [18] domain adaptation approach. Recall that, in
domain adaptation, only the source domain supplies many labeled data while there are no or only
scarce labels from the target domain. Our curriculum domain adaptation begins with the easy tasks,
in order to gain some high-level properties about the unknown pixel-level labels for each target
image. It then learns a semantic segmentation network, the hard task, whose predictions over the
target images are constrained to follow those target-domain properties as much as possible.
To develop the easy tasks for the curriculum, we consider estimating label distributions over both
global images and some landmark superpixels of the target domain. Take the former for instance.
The label distribution indicates the percentage of pixels in an image that correspond to each cate-
gory. We argue that these tasks are easier, despite the domain mismatch, than predicting pixel-wise
labels. The label distributions are only rough estimations about the labels’s statistics. Moreover,
the size relations between road, building, sky, people, etc. constrain the shape of the distributions,
effectively reducing the search space. Finally, models to estimate the label distributions over super-
pixels may benefit from the urban scenes’ canonical layout that transcends domains, e.g., buildings
stand beside streets.
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Why and when are these seemingly simple label distributions useful for the domain adaptation of
semantic segmentation? In our experiments, we find that the segmentation networks trained on
the source domain perform poorly on many target images, giving rise to disproportionate label
assignments (e.g., many more pixels are classified to sidewalks than to streets). To rectify this,
the image-level label distribution informs the segmentation network how to update the predictions
while the label distributions of the anchor superpixels tell the network where to update. Jointly,
they guide the adaptation of the networks to the target domain to, at least, generate proportional
label predictions. Note that additional “easy tasks” can be incorporated into our approach in the
future.
Our main contribution is the proposed curriculum-style domain adaptation for the semantic seg-
mentation of urban scenes. We select for the curriculum the easy and useful tasks of inferring
label distributions for both target images and landmark superpixels in order to gain some neces-
sary properties about the target domain. Built upon these, we learn a pixel-wise discriminative
segmentation network from the labeled source data and, meanwhile, conduct a “sanity check” to
ensure the network behavior is consistent with the previously learned knowledge about the target
domain. Our approach effectively eludes the assumption about the existence of a common pre-
diction function for both domains in a transformed feature space. It readily applies to different
segmentation networks as it does not change the network architecture or impact any intermediate
layers.
Beyond our prior work [210], we provide more algorithmic details and experimental studies about
our approach, including new experiments using the GTA dataset [156] and ablation studies about
the number of superpixels, feature representations of the superpixels, various backbone neural net-
works, prediction confusion matrices, etc. In addition, we introduce a color constancy scheme into
our framework, which significantly improves the adaptation performance and may be plugged into
any domain adaptation method as a standalone image pre-processing step. We also quantitatively
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measure the “market value” of the synthetic data to reveal how much cost it could save out of
the labeling of real images. Finally, we provide a comprehensive survey of domain adaptation for
semantic segmentation works that were published after ours [210]. We group them into different
categories and experimentally demonstrate that other methods are complementary to ours.
4.2 Approach
In this section, we present the details of our approach to curriculum domain adaptation for the
semantic segmentation of urban scene images. Unlike previous works [143, 86] that align the do-
mains via an intermediate feature space and thereby implicitly assume the existence of a single
decision function for the two domains, it is our intuition that, for structured prediction (i.e., seman-
tic segmentation here), the cross-domain generalization of machine learning models can be more
efficiently improved if we avoid this assumption and instead train them subject to necessary prop-
erties they should retain in the target domain. After a brief introduction on the preliminaries, we
describe in Section 4.2.2 how to facilitate semantic segmentation adaptation during training using
estimated target domain properties. Then, in Section 4.2.3, we focus on the types of target domain
properties and how to estimate them.
4.2.1 Preliminaries
In particular, the properties of interest concern pixel-wise category labels Yt ∈ RW×H×C of an
arbitrary image It ∈ RW×H from the target domain, where W and H are the width and height of
the image, respectively, and C is the number of categories. We use a one-hot vector encoding for
the groundtruth labels, i.e., Yt(i, j, c) takes the value of either 0 or 1, where the latter means that the
c-th label is assigned by a human annotator to the pixel at (i, j). Correspondingly, the prediction
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Ŷt(i, j, c) ∈ [0, 1] by a segmentation network is realized by a softmax function per pixel.
We express each target property in the form of a distribution pt over the C categories, where∑C
c=1 pt(c) = 1 and 0 6 pt(c),∀c. pt(c) represents the occupancy proportion of the category c
over the t-th target image or a superpixel of that image. Therefore, one can immediately calculate
the distribution pt given the human annotations Yt to the image. For instance, the image-level label








Yt(i, j, c), ∀c. (4.1)
Similarly, we can compute the estimated target property/distribution from the network predictions













where K > 1 is a large constant whose effect is to “sharpen” the softmax activation per pixel
Ŷ (i, j, c) such that the summand is either 1 or very close to 0, in a similar shape as the summad
Yt(i, j, c) of eq. (4.1). We set K = 6 in our experiment as larger K caused numerical instabil-
ity. Finally, we `1-normalize the vector (p̂t(1), p̂t(2), · · · , p̂t(C))T such that its elements are all
greater than 0 and sum up to 1 — in other words, the vector remains a valid discrete probability
distribution.
4.2.2 Domain adaptation observing the target properties
Ideally, we would like to have a segmentation network to imitate human annotators of the target
domain. Therefore, necessarily, the properties of their annotation results should be the same too.
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We capture this notion by minimizing the cross entropy C(pt, p̂t) = H(pt)+KL(pt, p̂t) at training,
where the first term of the right-hand side is the entropy and the second is the KL-divergence.
Given a mini-batch consisting of both source images (S) and target images (T ), the overall objec-
























where L is the pixel-wise cross-entropy loss defined over the fully labeled source domain images,
enforcing the network to have the pixel-level discriminative capabilities, and the second term is
over the unlabeled target domain images, hinting the network what necessary properties its predic-
tions should have in the target domain. We use γ ∈ [0, 1] to balance the two strengths in training
and superscript k to index different types of label distributions (cf. pt in eq. (4.1) and Section 4.2.3).
Note that, in the unsupervised domain adaptation context, we actually cannot directly compute the
label distributions {pkt } because the groundtruth annotations of the target domain are unknown.
Nonetheless, using the labeled source domain data, these distributions are easier to estimate than
are the labels for every pixel of a target image. We present two types of such properties and the
details for inferring them in the next section. In future work, it is worth exploring other properties.
Remarks. Mathematically, the objective function has a similar form as model compression [26,
83]. Hence, we borrow some concepts to gain a more intuitive understanding of our domain
adaptation procedure. The “student” network follows a curriculum to learn simple knowledge
about the target domain before it addresses the hard one of semantically segmenting images. The
models inferring the target properties act like “teachers”, as they hint what label distributions the
final solution (image annotation) may have in the target domain at the image and superpixel levels.
Another perspective is to understand the target properties as a posterior regularization [64] for
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the network. The posterior regularization can conveniently encode a priori knowledge into the
objective function. Some applications using this approach include weakly supervised segmenta-
tion [144, 160] and detection [20] and rule-regularized training of neural networks [89]. In addition
to the domain adaptation setting and novel target properties, another key distinction of our work is
that we decouple the label distributions from the network predictions and thus avoid the EM type
of optimization, which is often involved and incurs extra computational overhead. Our approach
learns the segmentation network with almost effortless changes to the popular deep learning tools.
4.2.3 Inferring the target properties
Thus far, we have presented the “hard” task — learning the segmentation neural network — in the
curriculum domain adaptation. In this section, we describe the “easy” tasks, i.e., how to infer the
target domain properties without any annotations from the target domain. Our contributions also
include selecting the particular form of label distributions to constitute the simple tasks.
4.2.3.1 Global label distributions over images
Due to the domain disparity, a baseline segmentation network trained on the source domain (i.e.,
using the first term of eq. (4.3)) could be easily crippled given the target images. In our experi-
ments, we find that our baseline network constantly mistakes streets for sidewalks and/or cars (cf.
Figure 4.3). Consequently, the predicted labels for the pixels are highly disproportionate.
To rectify this, we employ the label distribution pt over the global image as our first property (cf.
eq. (4.1)). Without access to the target labels, we have to train machine learning models from
the labeled source images to estimate the label distribution pt of a target image. Nonetheless, we
argue that this is less challenging than generating per-pixel predictions despite that both tasks are
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influenced by the domain mismatch.
In our experiments, we examine several different approaches to this task. We extract 1536D image
features from the output of the average pooling layer in Inception-Resnet-v2 [180] as the input to
the following models.
Logistic regression. Although multinomial logistic regression (LR) is mainly used for classifica-
tion, its output is actually a valid distribution over the categories. For our purpose, we thus
train it by replacing the one-hot vectors in the cross-entropy loss with the groundtruth la-
bel distribution ps, which is counted by using eq. (4.1) from the human labels of the source
domain. Given a target image, we directly take the LR’s output as the estimated label distri-
bution pt.
Mean of nearest neighbors. We also test a nonparametric method by simply retrieving multiple
nearest neighbor (NN) source images for each target image and then transferring the mean of
their label distributions to the target image. We use the `2 distance in the Inception-Resnet-v2
feature space for the NN retrieval.
Finally, we include two dumb predictions as the control experiments. One is, for any target image,
to output the mean of all the label distributions in the source domain (source mean), and the other
is to output a uniform distribution.
4.2.3.2 Local label distributions of landmark superpixels
The image-level label distribution globally penalizes potentially disproportional segmentation out-
put in the target domain. It is yet inadequate in providing spatial regularization to the network.
In this section, we consider the use of label distributions over some superpixels as the anchors to
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drive the network towards spatially desired target properties.
Note that it is not necessary, and is even harmful, to use all of the superpixels in a target image to
regularize the segmentation network because it would be too strong a force and might overrule the
pixel-wise discriminativeness (obtained from the fully labeled source domain), especially when
the label distributions are not inferred accurately enough.
In order to have the dual effect of both estimating the label distributions of some superpixels
and selecting them from all candidate superpixels, we employ a linear SVM in this work. We first
segment each image into 100 superpixels using linear spectral clustering [110]. For the superpixels
of the source domain, we are able to assign a single dominant label to each of them and then train
a multi-class SVM using the “labeled” superpixels of the source domain. Given a test superpixel
of a target image, the multi-class SVM returns a class label as well as a decision value, which is
interpreted as the confidence score about classifying this superpixel. We keep the top 30% most
confident superpixels in the target domain. The class labels are then encoded into one-hot vectors
which serve as valid distributions about the category labels upon the selected landmark superpixels.
Albeit simple, we find this method works very well.
In order to train the aforementioned superpixel SVM, we need to find a way to represent the su-
perpixels in a feature space. We encode both visual and contextual information to represent a
superpixel. First, we use the FCN-8s [114] pre-trained on the PASCAL CONTEXT [127] dataset,
which has 59 distinct classes, to obtain 59 detection scores for each pixel. We then average these
scores within each superpixel. The final feature representation of a superpixel is a 295D concate-
nation of the 59D vectors of itself, its left and right superpixels, as well as the two respectively
above and below it. As this feature representation relies on extra data source, we also examine
handcrafted features and VGG features [175] in the experiments.
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Figure 4.1: The overall framework of our curriculum domain adaptation approach to the semantic
segmentation of urban scenes.
4.2.4 Curriculum domain adaptation: recapitulation
We recap the proposed curriculum domain adaptation using Figure 4.1 before presenting the ex-
periments in the next section. Our main idea is to execute the domain adaptation step by step,
starting from the easy tasks that, compared to semantic segmentation, are less sensitive to domain
discrepancy. We choose the label distributions over global images and local landmark superpixels
in this work; more tasks will be explored in the future. The solutions to them provide useful gradi-
ents originating from the target domain (cf. the arrows with brown color in Figure 4.1), while the
source domain feeds the network with well-labeled images and segmentation masks (cf. the dark
blue arrows in Figure 4.1).
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Original Image & Prediction Color Calibrated Image & Prediction
Groundtruth
Figure 4.2: Predictions by the same FCN-8s model, without domain adaptation, before and after
we calibrate the image’s colors.
4.2.5 Color Constancy
In this subsection, we propose a color calibration preprocessing step which we find very effective
in adapting semantic segmentation networks from the source synthetic domain to the target real
image domain. We assume the colors of the two domains are drawn from different distributions.
We calibrate the target domain images’ colors to those of the source domain, hence reducing their
discrepancy in terms of the color. We describe it here as an independent subsection because it
can stand alone and can be added to any existing methods for the domain adaptation of semantic
segmentation.
Humans have the ability to perceive the same color of an object even when it is exposed in different
illuminations [56], but image capturing sensors do not. As a result, different illuminations result in
distinct RGB images captured by the cameras. Consequently, the perception incoherence hinders
the performance of computer vision algorithms [16] because the illumination is often among the
key factors that cause the domain mismatch. To this end, we propose to use computational color
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constancy [71] to eliminate the influence of illuminations.
The goal of color constancy is to correct the colors of images acquired under unconventional or
biased lighting sources to the colors that are supposed to be under the reference lighting condition.
In our domain adaptation scenario, we assume that the source domain resembles the reference
lighting condition. We learn a parametric model to describe both the target and source lighting
sources and then try to restore the target images according to the source domain’s light. However,
not all the color constancy methods are applicable. For instance, some methods rely on physics
priors or the statistics of natural images, both of which are unavailable in synthetic images.
Due to the above concerns, we instead use a gamut-based color constancy method [70] to align
the target and source images in terms of their colors. This method infers the property of the light
source under the assumption that only a limited range of color could be observed under a certain
light source. This matches our assumption that the target images’ colors and the source images’
colors belong to different distributions/ranges. In addition to the pixel values, the image edge and
derivatives are also used to find the mapping. While we omit the details of this color constancy
method and refer the readers to [70] instead, we show in Figure 4.2 how sensitive the segmentation
model is to the illumination. We can see that, prior to applying color constancy, a large part of a
CityScapes image is incorrectly classified as “terrain” only because the image is a little greenish.
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Figure 4.3: Qualitative semantic segmentation results on the Cityscapes dataset [158] (target do-
main). For each target image in the first column, we retrieve its nearest neighbor from the SYN-
THIA [40] dataset (source domain). The third column plots the label distributions due to the
groundtruth pixel-wise semantic annotation, the predictions by the baseline network with no adap-
tation, and the inferred distribution by logistic regression. The last three columns are the segmen-
tation results by the baseline network, our domain adaptation approach, and human annotators,
respectively.
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Figure 4.4: Qualitative semantic segmentation results on the Cityscapes dataset [158] (target
domain). For each target image in the first column, we retrieve its nearest neighbor from the
GTA [156] dataset (source domain). The third column plots the label distributions due to the
groundtruth pixel-wise semantic annotation, the predictions by the baseline network with no adap-
tation, and the inferred distribution by logistic regression. The last three columns are the segmen-
tation results by the baseline network, our domain adaptation approach, and human annotators,
respectively.
4.3 Experiments
In this section, we run extensive experiments to verify the effectiveness of our approach and study
several variations of it to gain a thorough understanding about how different components con-
tribute to the overall results. We investigate the global image-wise label distribution and the local
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landmark superpixels by separate experiments. We also empirically examine the effects of dis-
tinct granularities of the superpixels as well as different feature representations of the superpixels.
Moreover, we compare, on two synthetic datasets, our approach to several competing baselines for
the adaptation of deep neural networks in urban scene segmentation. We use confusion matrices
to show how different classes of the urban scene images intervene with each other. Finally, we
run few-shot adaptation experiments by gradually revealing some labels of the images of the target
domain. The results show that, even when more than 1,000 target images are labeled (50% of the
Cityscapes training set [40]), the adaptation from synthetic images is still able to boost the results
by a relatively large margin.
4.3.1 Segmentation network and optimization
In most of our experiments, we use FCN-8s [114] as our semantic segmentation network. We
initialize its convolutional layers with VGG-19 [175] and then train it using the AdaDelta opti-
mizer [207] with default parameters. Each mini-batch contains five source images and five ran-
domly chosen target images. When we train the baseline network with no adaptation, however,
we try to use the largest possible mini-batch which includes 15 source images. The network is
implemented in Keras [57] and Theano [9]. We train different versions of the network on a single
Tesla K40 GPU.
Additionally, we run an ablation experiment using the state-of-the-art segmentation neural network
ADEMXAPP [199]. The training details and network architecture are described in Section 4.3.7.
We note that our curriculum domain adaptation can be readily applied to other segmentation net-
works (e.g., [134, 32]). Once we infer the label distributions of the unlabeled target images and
some of their landmark superpixels, we can use them to train different segmentation networks by
eq. (4.3) without changing them.
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4.3.2 Datasets and evaluation
We use the publicly available Cityscapes [40] as our target domain in the experiments. For the
source domains of synthesized images, we test both GTA [156] and SYNTHIA [158].
Cityscapes is a real-world vehicle-egocentric image dataset collected from 50 cities in Germany
and nearby countries. It provides four disjoint subsets: 2,993 training images, 503 validation
images, 1,531 test images, and 20,021 auxiliary images. All the training, validation, and test
images are accurately annotated with per-pixel category labels, and the auxiliary set is coarsely
labeled. There are 34 distinct categories in the dataset. Among them, 19 categories are officially
recommended for training and evaluation.
SYNTHIA [158] is a large dataset of synthetic images and provides a particular subset, called
SYNTHIA-RAND-CITYSCAPES, to pair with Cityscapes. This subset contains 9,400 images
that are automatically annotated with 12 object categories, one void class, and some unnamed
classes. Note that the virtual city used to generate the synthetic images does not correspond to any
of the real cities covered by Cityscapes.
GTA [156] is a synthetic vehicle-egocentric image dataset collected from the open world in a
realistically rendered computer game, Grand Theft Auto V (GTA). It contains 24,996 images.
Unlike the SYNTHIA dataset, its semantic segmentation annotation is fully compatible with the
Cityscapes dataset. Hence, we use all of the 19 official training classes in our experiments.
4.3.2.1 Domain idiosyncrasies
Although all datasets depict urban scenes and both SYNTHIA and GTA are created to be as photo-
realistic as possible, they are mismatched domains in several ways. The most noticeable difference
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is probably the coarse-grained textures in SYNTHIA; very similar texture patterns repeat in a
regular manner across different images. The textures in GTA are better but still visibly artificial.
In contrast, the Cityscapes images are captured by high-quality dash-cameras. Another major
distinction is the variability in view angles. Since Cityscapes images are recorded by the dash
cameras mounted on a moving car, they are viewed from almost a constant angle that is about
parallel to the ground. More diverse view angles are employed by SYNTHIA — it seems like some
cameras are placed on the buildings that are significantly higher than a bus. Most GTA images are
dashcam images, but some are captured from the view points of pedestrians. In addition, some
of the SYNTHIA images are severely shadowed by extreme lighting conditions, while we find no
such conditions in the Cityscapes images. Finally, there is a subtle difference in color between the
synthetic images and the real ones due to the graphics rendering engines’ systematic performance.
For instance, the GTA images are overly saturated (cf. Figure 4.4) and SYNTHIA images are
overly bright in general. These combined factors, among others, make the domain adaptation from
SYNTHIA and GTA to Cityscapes a very challenging problem.
Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.4 show some example images from the three datasets. We pair each
Cityscapes image with its nearest neighbor in SYNTHIA/GTA, retrieved by the Inception-Resnet-
v2 [180] features. However, many of the cross-dataset nearest neighbors are visually very different
from the query images, verifying the dramatic disparity between the two domains.
4.3.2.2 Evaluation
We use the evaluation code released along with the Cityscapes dataset to evaluate our results. It
calculates the PASCAL VOC intersection-over-union, i.e., IoU = TPTP+FP+FN [48], where TP, FP,
and FN are the numbers of true positive, false positive, and false negative pixels, respectively,
determined over the whole test set. Since we have to resize the images before feeding them to
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the segmentation network, we resize the output segmentation mask back to the original image size
before running the evaluation against the groundtruth annotations.
Table 4.1: χ2 distances between the groundtruth label distributions and those predicted by different
methods for the adaptation from SYNTHIA to Cityscapes.
Method Uniform NoAdapt Src mean NN LR
χ2 Distance 1.13 0.65 0.44 0.33 0.27
4.3.3 Results of inferring global label distribution
Before presenting the final semantic segmentation results, we first compare different approaches
to inferring the global label distributions over the target images (cf. Section 4.2.3.1). We use
SYNTHIA and Cityscapes’ held-out validation images as the source domain and the target domain,
respectively, in this experiment.
In Table 4.1, we compare the estimated label distributions with the groundtruth ones using the χ2
distance, the smaller the better. We see that the baseline network (NoAdapt), which is directly
learned from the source domain without any adaptation methods, outperforms the dumb uniform
distribution (Uniform) and yet no other methods. This confirms that the baseline network gives
rise to severely disproportional predictions on the target domain.
Another dumb prediction (Src mean), i.e., using the mean of all label distributions over the source
domain as the prediction for any target image, however, performs reasonably well mainly because
the protocol layouts of the urban scene images. This result implies that the images from the simu-
lation environments share at least similar layouts as the real images, indicating the potential value
of the simulated source domains for the semantic segmentation task of urban scenes.
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Finally, the nearest neighbor (NN) based method and the multinomial logistic regression (LR) (cf.
Section 4.2.3.1) perform the best. We use the output of LR on the target domain in our remaining
experiments.
4.3.4 Domain adaptation experiments
In this section, we present our main results of this chapter, i.e., comparison results for the domain
adaptation from simulation to real images for the semantic segmentation task. Here we focus on
the base segmentation neural network FCN-8s [114]. Another network, ADEMXAPP [199], is
studied in Section 4.3.7.
Since our ultimate goal is to solve the semantic segmentation problem for real images of urban
scenes, we take Cityscapes as the target domain and SYNTHIA/GTA as the source domain. We
split 500 images out of the Cityscapes training set for validation (i.e., to monitor the convergence
of the networks). In training, we randomly sample mini-matches from both the images and la-
bels of SYNTHIA/GTA and the remaining images of Cityscapes yet with no labels. The original
Cityscapes validation set is used as our test set.
All of the 19 classes provided by GTA are used in the experiments. For the adaptation from
SYNTHIA to Cityscapes, we manually find 16 common classes between the two datasets: sky,
building, road, sidewalk, fence, vegetation, pole, car, traffic sign, person, bicycle, motorcycle,
traffic light, bus, wall, and rider. The last four are unnamed and yet labeled in SYNTHIA.
4.3.4.1 Baselines
We mainly compare our approach to the following competing methods. Section 4.4 supplies addi-
tional discussions about and comparisons with more related works.
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No adaptation (NoAdapt). We directly train the FCN-8s model on the source domain (SYN-
THIA or GTA) without applying any domain adaptation methods. This is the most basic
baseline in our experiments.
Superpixel classification (SP). Recall that we have trained a multi-class SVM using the domi-
nant labels of the superpixels in the source domain. We then use it to classify the target
superpixels.
Landmark superpixels (SP Lndmk). We keep the top 30% most confidently classified super-
pixels as the landmarks to regularize our segmentation network during training (cf. Sec-
tion 4.2.3.2). It is worth examining the classification results of these superpixels. We ex-
ecute the evaluation after assigning the void class label to the other pixels of the images.
In addition to the IoU, we have also evaluated the classification results of the superpixels by
accuracy for the domain adaptation experiments from SYNTHIA to Cityscapes. We find that
the classification accuracy is 71% for all superpixels of the target domain. For the top 30%
landmark superpixels, the classification accuracy is more than 88%.
FCNs in the wild (FCN Wld). Hoffman et al.’s work [86] was, to the best of our knowledge, the
only existing one addressing the same problem as ours when we published the conference
version [210] of this work. They introduce a pixel-level adversarial loss to the intermediate
layers of the network and impose constraints to the network output. Their experimental
setup is about identical to ours except that they do not specify which part of Cityscapes is
considered as the test set. Nonetheless, we include their results for comparison to put our
work in a better perspective.
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4.3.4.2 Comparison results













































NoAdapt [86] 17.4 0.0 0.0 1.2 7.2 15.1 0.1 0.0 66.8 3.9 1.5 30.3 29.7 47.3 51.1 17.7 6.4
FCN Wld [86] 20.2 0.6 0.0 4.4 11.7 20.3 0.2 0.1 68.7 3.2 3.8 42.3 30.8 54.0 51.2 19.6 11.5
NoAdapt 22.0 18.0 0.5 0.8 5.3 21.5 0.5 8.0 75.6 4.5 9.0 72.4 59.6 23.6 35.1 11.2 5.6
NoAdapt (CC) 22.6 22.2 0.5 1.1 5.0 21.5 0.6 8.5 73.4 4.8 9.2 73.2 56.7 28.4 34.8 12.1 9.1
Ours (I) 25.5 16.7 0.8 2.3 6.4 21.7 1.0 9.9 59.6 12.1 7.9 70.2 67.5 32.0 29.3 18.1 51.9
Ours (CC+I) 27.3 31.2 1.3 3.9 6.0 19.4 2.1 9.2 61.2 11.2 7.4 68.3 65.1 41.4 29.3 18.9 60.6
SP Lndmk (CC) 23.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 82.6 27.8 0.0 73.1 67.9 40.7 5.8 10.3 62.2
SP (CC) 25.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 80.1 22.7 0.0 72.2 69.7 45.6 25.0 19.4 74.8
Ours (SP) 28.1 10.2 0.4 0.1 2.7 8.1 0.8 3.7 68.7 21.4 7.9 75.5 74.6 42.9 47.3 23.9 61.8
Ours (CC+SP) 28.9 17.7 0.5 0.5 3.4 10.9 1.8 5.4 73.4 17.6 9.9 76.8 74.5 43.7 44.4 22.4 59.6
Ours (I+SP) 29.0 13.1 0.5 0.1 3.0 10.7 0.7 3.7 70.6 20.7 8.2 76.1 74.9 43.2 47.1 26.1 65.2
Ours (CC+I+SP) 29.7 20.3 0.6 0.5 4.3 14.0 1.9 5.3 73.7 21.2 11.0 77.8 74.7 44.8 45.0 23.1 57.4























































NoAdapt [86] 21.1 0.0 3.1 7.4 1.0 16.0 0.0 10.4 58.9 3.7 1.0 76.5 13 0.0 47.7 67.1 36 9.5 18.9 31.9
FCN Wld [86] 27.1 0.0 5.4 14.9 2.7 10.9 3.5 14.2 64.6 7.3 4.2 79.2 21.3 0.0 62.1 70.4 44.1 8.0 32.4 70.4
NoAdapt 22.3 13.8 8.7 7.3 16.8 21.0 4.3 14.9 64.4 5.0 17.5 45.9 2.4 6.9 64.1 55.3 41.6 8.4 6.8 18.1
NoAdapt (CC) 26.2 16.2 10.9 8.8 18.5 23.3 7.0 13.2 62.7 5.4 19.0 65.1 5.8 2.3 64.8 63.9 42.2 9.2 13.8 45.0
Ours (I) 23.1 9.5 9.4 10.2 14.0 20.2 3.8 13.6 63.8 3.4 10.6 56.9 2.8 10.9 69.7 60.5 31.8 10.9 10.8 26.4
Ours (CC+I) 28.5 7.2 9.4 11.1 13.4 23.1 9.6 15.1 64.6 5.9 15.5 71.1 10.3 3.9 67.7 62.3 43.0 14.0 23.0 71.6
SP Lndmk (CC) 21.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 82.4 9.1 0.0 74.4 22.2 0.0 70.3 53.1 15.3 11.2 6.9 65.8
SP (CC) 26.8 0.3 2.3 6.8 0.0 0.2 3.4 0.0 80.5 25.5 4.1 73.5 31.4 0.0 71.0 61.6 28.2 30.4 17.3 73.3
Ours (SP) 27.8 15.6 11.7 5.7 12.0 9.2 12.9 15.5 64.9 15.5 9.1 74.6 11.1 0.0 70.5 56.1 34.8 15.9 21.8 72.1
Ours (CC+SP) 30.2 10.4 13.6 10.3 14.0 13.9 18.8 16.5 73.6 14.1 9.5 79.2 12.9 0.0 74.3 63.5 33.1 18.9 27.5 70.5
Ours (I+SP) 28.9 14.6 11.9 6.0 11.1 8.4 16.8 16.3 66.5 18.9 9.3 75.7 13.3 0.0 71.7 55.2 38.0 18.8 22.0 74.9
Ours (CC+I+SP) 31.4 12.0 13.2 12.1 14.1 15.3 19.3 16.8 75.5 19.0 10.0 79.3 14.5 0.0 74.9 62.1 35.7 20.6 30.0 72.9
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The overall comparison results of adaptating from SYNTHIA to Cityscapes (SYNTHIA2Cityscapes)
are shown in Table 4.2. We also present the results of adapting from GTA to Cityscapes (GTA2Cityscapes)
in Table 4.3. Immediately, we note that all of our domain adaptation results are significantly better
than those without adaptation (NoAdapt) in both tables.
We denote by (Ours (I)) the network regularized by the global label distributions over the target
images. Although one may wonder that the image-wise label distributions are too abstract to
supervise the pixel-wise discriminative network, the gain is actually significant. They are able to
correct some obvious errors of the baseline network, such as the disproportional predictions about
road and sidewalk (cf. the results of Ours (I) vs. NoAdapt in the last two columns of Tables 4.2
and 4.3).
It is interesting to see that both superpixel classification-based segmentation results (SP and SP
Lndmk) are also better than the baseline network (NoAdapt). The label distributions obtained over
the landmark superpixels boost the segmentation network (Ours (SP)) to the mean IoU of 28.1%
and 27.8% when adapting from SYNTHIA and GTA, respectively, which are better than those by
either superpixel classification or the baseline network individually. We have also tried to use the
label distributions over all superpixels to train the network and yet observe little improvement. This
is probably because it is too forceful to regularize the network output at every single superpixel
especially when the estimated label distributions are not accurate enough.
The superpixel-based methods, including Ours (SP), miss small objects, such as pole and traffic
signs (t-sign) and instead are very accurate for categories like the sky, road, and building, which
typically occupy larger image regions. In contrast, the label distributions on the images give rise
to a network (Ours (I)) that performs better on the small objects than Ours (SP). In other words,
they mutually complement to some extent. Re-training the network by using the label distributions
over both global images and local landmark superpixels (Ours (I+SP)), we achieve semantic seg-
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mentation results on the target domain that are superior over using either to regularize the network.
Finally, we report the results of our method and its ablated versions (i.e., Ours (I+SP), Ours (I),
and Ours (SP)) after we apply color constancy to the images (accordingly, the methods are denoted
by Ours (CC+I+SP), Ours (CC+I), and Ours (CC+SP)). We observe improvements of various
degrees over those before the color constancy. Especially, the best results are obtained after we
apply the color constancy for adapting from both SYNTHIA and GTA.
4.3.4.2.1 Comparison with FCNs in the wild [86]
Although we use the same segmentation network (FCN-8s) as [86], our baseline results (NoAdapt)
are better than those reported in [86]. This may be due to subtle differences in terms of imple-
mentation or experimental setup. For both SYNTHIA2Cityscapes and GTA2Cityscapes, we gain
larger improvements (7.7% and 9%) over the baseline [86].
4.3.4.2.2 Comparison with learning domain-invariant features
In our first attempt to solve the domain adaptation problem for the semantic segmentation of ur-
ban scenes, we tried to learn domain invariant features following the deep domain adaptation
method [115] for classification. In particular, we impose the maximum mean discrepancy [77]
over the layer before the output. We name such network layer the feature layer. Since there are vir-
tually three output layers in FCN-8s, we experiment with all three feature layers correspondingly.
We have also tested the domain adaptation by reversing the gradients of a domain classifier [65].
However, none of these efforts lead to any noticeable gain over the baseline network, so the results
are omitted.
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4.3.4.3 Confusion between classes
While Tables 4.2 and 4.3 show the overall and per-class results, they do not tell the confusion
between different classes. In this section, we provide the confusion matrices of some methods
in order to provide more informative analyses about the results. Considering the page limit, we
present in Figure 4.5 only the confusion matrices of NoAdapt and Ours (CC+I+SP) for SYN-
THIA2Cityscapes and GTA2Cityscapes.
We find that a lot of objects are misclassified to the “building” category, especially the classes
“pole”, “traffic sign”, “traffic light”, “fence” and “wall”. It is probably because those classes often
show up beside buildings and they all have huge intra-class variability. Moreover, the “pole”,
“traffic sign”, and others are very small objects compared to “building”. Some special care will be
required to disentangle these classes from “building” in future work.
Another noticeable confusion is between the “train” and “bus” classes. After analyzing the data,
we find that this is likely due to the lack of discrimination between the two classes by the datasets
themselves, rather than the algorithms. In Figure 4.6, we visualize some trains and buses in the
GTA dataset and some trains in the Cityscapes dataset. The difference between the trains and the
buses turns out to be very subtle. We humans could make mistakes too if we do not pay attention to
the rails (e.g., the train on the bottom right could easily be misclassified as a bus). This confusion
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Figure 4.5: Confusion matrices for the baseline of no adaptation (left) and Ours (CC+I+SP)









Figure 4.6: Some “train” and “bus” images from the Cityscapes and GTA datasets. We can see that
the Cityscapes “trains” are visually more similar to the GTA “buses” than to the GTA “trains”.
Table 4.4: Results for the adaptation of FCN-8s from GTA to Cityscapes when we use handcrafted























































NoAdapt (CC) 26.2 16.2 10.9 8.8 18.5 23.3 7.0 13.2 62.7 5.4 19.0 65.1 5.8 2.3 64.8 63.9 42.2 9.2 13.8 45.0
Ours (CC+BOW) 27.9 13.8 14.0 9.6 17.9 23.9 6.4 16.7 64.6 3.0 18.0 69.1 7.0 2.4 69.2 60.1 44.0 10.7 19.1 60.8
Ours (CC+FV) 28.1 13.3 10.5 12.8 18.6 24.4 5.1 10.8 63.5 1.7 14.6 73.5 10.0 0.3 71.6 66.6 40.8 6.1 11.5 79.0
Ours (CC+BOW+FV) 28.3 15.3 13.3 11.6 18.5 25.1 6.7 16.8 66.5 2.9 18.4 72.2 8.7 2.6 70.0 59.4 43.9 10.8 19.1 56.8
4.3.5 Representations of the superpixels
One may wonder how the representations of the superpixels affect the overall domain adaptation
results. We conduct detailed analyses in this section to answer this question. Our main results
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(Tables 4.2 and 4.3) are obtained by representing the landmark superpixels with the networks pre-
trained on PASCAL CONTEXT [127]. We are interested in examining whether or not such high-
level semantic representations of the superpixels are necessary. Hence, we compare the high-level
superpixel descriptors with the following low-level features.
4.3.5.1 Handcrafted features
BOW. We encode the superpixels with the bag-of-words (BOW)-SIFT features. We first extract
dense SIFT features [116] from the input image and then encode those of each superpixel
into a 100D BOW vector. The dictionary for the encoding is obtained by K-means clustering.
FV. We also replace the image-level CNN features with the Fisher vectors (FV) [150, 149] for
estimating the label distribution of a target image. FV encodes the SIFT features per image
into a fixed-dimensional descriptor through a Gaussian mixture model, which has 8 compo-
nents in this work. An image is then represented by a 2048D vector. We train the dictionary
for BOW and the Gaussian mixture model for FV using the SIFT features of the GTA dataset
only.
Table 4.4 shows the GTA2Cityscapes results using the handcrafted features. We denote the re-
sulting methods respectively by Ours (CC+BOW), Ours (CC+FV), and Ours (CC+BOW+FV).
It is interesting to see all of these outperform the baseline NoAdapt (CC), indicating that our
curriculum domain adaptation method is able to leverage the handcrafted features as well.
4.3.5.2 VGG features
We also test the VGG features [175] of the block5 conv4 and block4 conv4 layers. The
network is pre-trained on ImageNet and does not bring in any extra knowledge as the segmentation
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networks are also pre-trained with ImageNet. In order to extract the features for each superpixel,
we average-pool the activations per channel within the superpixel.
With the new VGG features, the superpixel classification accuracy on the Cityscapes validation
set is 76%, a 5% boost from the accuracy of the PASCAL-CONTEXT features. Moreover, the
top 30%, which are the landmark superpixels used in our experiments, are labeled with up to 93%
accuracy (vs. 88% with the PASCAL-CONTEXT features). Thanks to the boost in the classifi-
cation accurcy of the landmark superpixels, we also observe a 0.6% gain in mIoU (from 29% to
29.6%) on the domain adaptation from SYNTHIA to Cityscapes. These results imply that the rep-
resentations of the superpixels do influence the final results, but the representations via an extra
knowledge base are not necessarily advantageous; the final results with the ImageNet-pretrained
VGG features are superior over those with the PASCAL-CONTEXT features.
4.3.6 Granularity of the superpixels
In this section, we study what is a proper granularity of the superpixels. Intuitively, small super-
pixels are fine-grained and precisely track object boundaries. However, they are less discriminative
as a result. What is a proper granularity of the superpixels? How sensitive to granularity are the
results? To quantitatively answer these questions, we vary the number of superpixels per image
to examine their effects on the semantic segmentation results. The adaptation from GTA of the
SP (CC) method, described in Section 4.3.4.1, is reported in Table 4.5 with various numbers of
superpixels per image. In general, the performance increases as the number of superpixels grows
until it reaches 400 per image.
We present the classification accuracy of the top x% superpixels in Figure 4.3.6, where x =
0, 20, · · · , 100. We can see that the accuracies are always more than 90% when we keep the top
5% to 50% of superpixels per image — in our experiments, we keep the top 30%. The accuracies
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in keeping all superpixels (top 100%) are significantly lower, indicating that it is not a good idea
to use all superpixels to guide the training of the neural networks.
Table 4.5: Results for the adaptation of FCN-8s from GTA to Cityscapes when we use different
numbers of superpixels per image. Here the images are pre-processed with color constancy.






















































50 22.9 0.0 0.0 1.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 80.1 21.9 0.0 69.3 26.2 0.0 66.3 54.9 9.9 18.3 12.6 74.6
100 26.8 0.3 2.3 6.8 0.0 0.2 3.4 0.0 80.5 25.5 4.1 73.5 31.4 0.0 71.0 61.6 28.2 30.4 17.3 73.3
200 27.3 0.2 2.2 7.2 0.0 0.8 3.0 0.0 80.5 24.4 3.8 75.9 32.9 0.0 72.5 63.7 31.1 27.9 18.4 74.2
400 27.4 0.4 3.8 7.2 0.0 1.1 1.7 0.0 80.7 23.2 3.7 76.9 33.3 0.0 72.5 63.8 33.1 26.9 18.4 73.3
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Figure 4.7: We evaluate how many superpixels are accurate in the top x% confidently predicted su-
perpixels. The experiments are conducted on the validation set of Cityscapes with color constancy.
4.3.7 Domain adaptation experiments using ADEMXAPP
Our approach is agnostic to the base semantic segmentation neural networks. In this section, we
further investigate a more recent network, ADEMXAPP [199], which is among the few top per-
forming methods on the Cityscapes challenge board. Our experimental setup in this section resem-
bles that of Section 4.3.4 except that we replace FCN-8s with the ADEMXAPP net. In particular,
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we reimplement the A1 model of ADEMXAPP using the Theano-Keras framework. However, we
remove the batch normalization layers in our implementation due to their extensive GPU memory
consumption. We follow the authors’ suggestions otherwise and initialize the network with the
weights pre-trained on Imagenet. We set the size of the mini-batch to six, three images from the
source domain and the other three from the target domain.
Table 4.6 shows the comparison results for the ADEMXAPP net. We see that it indeed achieves
much better results than FCN-8s in general. Nonetheless, the relative trend of our approach against
the others remains the same for this ADEMXAPP net.
Table 4.6: Results for the adaptation of ADEMXAPP [199] from GTA to Cityscapes. The























































FCN (CC) 26.2 16.2 10.9 8.8 18.5 23.3 7.0 13.2 62.7 5.4 19.0 65.1 5.8 2.3 64.8 63.9 42.2 9.2 13.8 45.0
ADEMXAPP (CC) 30.0 8.3 10.6 15.5 16.5 23.3 11.7 21.9 66.5 10.7 12.6 74.2 14.1 3.3 70.2 58.4 43.1 14.3 24.2 70.2
FCN (CC+SP) 30.2 10.4 13.6 10.3 14.0 13.9 18.8 16.5 73.6 14.1 9.5 79.2 12.9 0.0 74.3 63.5 33.1 18.9 27.5 70.5
ADEMXAPP (CC+SP) 34.0 8.8 12.4 18.4 15.3 22.5 16.6 18.5 73.7 24.5 10.9 76.7 22.9 0.1 74.3 72.3 40.3 21.3 32.9 83.1
FCN (CC+I) 28.5 7.2 9.4 11.1 13.4 23.1 9.6 15.1 64.6 5.9 15.5 71.1 10.3 3.9 67.7 62.3 43.0 14.0 23.0 71.6
ADEMXAPP (CC+I) 31.4 24.2 13.3 19.0 11.2 26.2 10.0 8.2 62.4 9.0 18.8 74.0 14.5 8.1 68.4 70.2 41.4 16.3 26.9 73.6
FCN (CC+I+SP) 31.4 12.0 13.2 12.1 14.1 15.3 19.3 16.8 75.5 19.0 10.0 79.3 14.5 0.0 74.9 62.1 35.7 20.6 30.0 72.9
ADEMXAPP (CC+I+SP) 35.7 9.6 13.6 21.9 14.2 25.0 15.7 19.2 72.3 22.1 18.1 77.7 19.7 14.5 77.8 73.3 46.4 17.4 33.8 85.0
4.3.8 What is the “market value” of the synthetic data?
Despite the positive results thus far for our curriculum domain adaptation from simulation to reality
for the semantic segmentation of urban scenes, we argue that the significance of our work is in its
capability to complement the training sets of real data, rather than replacing them. In the long run,
we expect that learning from both simulation and reality will alleviate the strong dependency of
deep learning models on massive labeled real training data. Therefore, it is interesting to evaluate
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the “market value” of the synthetic data in terms of the labeling effort: how many real training
images can the GTA or SYNTHIA dataset obviate in order to achieve about the same level of
segmentation accuracy?
In order to answer the above question, we design the following experiment. We train two versions
of the VGG-19-FCN-8s network. One is trained on a portion of annotated Cityscapes images
while another one is trained using the same portion of Cityscapes images plus the entire SYNTHIA
dataset. The subset is sampled from 2380 Cityscapes training images in the experiment since the
remaining ones are reserved for validation. We report both models’ performances under different
percentages subsampled from Cityscapes.
Table 4.7 presents the results. First of all, it is somewhat surprising to see that even as few as five
Cityscapes training images added to the SYNTHIA training set can significantly boost the results
obtained from only synthetic images (from 22.0% to 33.8%). Second, the “N/A” results in the
table mean that the corresponding neural networks either give rise to random predictions or have
numerical issues. Note that such phenomena happen until there are more than 450 target images
for the training without any synthetic images, implying that the “market value” of the SYNTHIA
training set is at least worth 450 well-labeled real images. Actually, if we compare the results of the
two rows, the network trained from the mixed training set outperforms the one from the real images
up to the 50% mix. In other words, augmenting the Cityscapes training set with the SYNTHIA
training set improves performance when the Cityscapes training set is smaller than 1000 images.
Table 4.7: IoUs after mixing different percentages of Cityscapes images into the SYNTHIA train-
ing dataset (SYN+CS), and of models trained with different percentages of Cityscapes images
without any SYNTHIA images (CS only).
# CS images None 5 images 1% 2.5% 5% 10% 20% 50% 100%
SYN+CS 22.0% 33.8% 38.4% 41.0% 43.0% 46.5% 48.5% 53.2% 57.3%
CS only N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 38.4% 52.2% 57.8%
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4.4 Review of the recent works on domain adaptation for semantic segmentation
After our work [210] published in the IEEE International Conference on Computer Vision in 2017,
there has been notably a rich line of works tackling the same problem, i.e., domain adaptation for
semantic segmentation of urban scenes by adapting from synthetic imagery to real images. Some
of them have reported very good results. Since our approach is “orthogonal” in some sense to
these others, one may achieve even better results by fusing our method with these new ones. In
this section, we give a comprehensive review of the new methods and also present the results of
fusing ours with some of them. Most of the methods resort to adversarial training to reduce the
domain discrepancy. We review such methods first, followed by the others.
4.4.1 Adversarial training based methods
If an adversarial classifier fails to differentiate the data instances of the source domain and the
target domain, the discrepancy between the two should have been eliminated in a certain sense.
Many methods depend on this principle and differ on how they incorporate it into the training of
the segmentation networks.
FCNs in the wild [86]. Hoffman et al. generalize FCNs [114] from the source domain of synthetic
imagery to the target domain of real images for the semantic segmentation task. They employ
a pixel-level adversarial loss to enforce the network to extract domain-invariant features.
CyCADA [85]. The main idea is to transform the synthetic images of the source domain to the
style of the target domain (real images) using CycleGAN [213] before feeding the source
images to the segmentation network. CycleGAN and the segmentation network are trained
simultaneously.
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ROAD [37]. In the Reality Oriented Adaptation (ROAD) method [37], two losses are proposed
to align the source and the target domain. The first one is called target guided distillation,
which is a loss for regression from the segmentation network’s hidden layer activation of
the source domain to the image features of the target domain. Here, the image features are
obtained by a classifier pre-trained on ImageNet. The other loss takes care of the spatial-
aware adaptation. The feature map of either a source image or a target image is partitioned
into non-overlapping grids. After that, a maximum mean discrepancy loss [86] is introduced
over each grid.
MCD [165]. The Maximum Classifier Discrepancy (MCD) resembles the recently popularized
generative adversarial methods [65]. It learns two classifiers from the source domain and
maximizes their disagreement on the target images in order to detect target examples that
fall out of the support of the source domain. After that, it updates the generator to minimize
the two classifiers’ disagreement on the target domain. By alternating the two steps in the
training, it ensures that the generator gives rise to feature representations over which the
source and the target domains are well aligned.
LSD [167]. This work is an adversarial domain adaptation network built upon an auto-encoder
network. The network takes as input both source and target images and reconstructs them due
to an auto-encoder loss. Meanwhile, an intermediate layer is connected to the segmentation
network whose loss is defined using the labeled source images.
AdaptSegNet [188]. Similar to FCN in the wild [86], this work also employs the adversarial fea-
ture learning over the base segmentation model. Instead of having only one discriminator
over the feature layer, Tsai et al. propose to install another discriminator on one of the inter-
mediate layers as well. Essentially, features of different scales are forced to align.
CGAN [88]. This work proposes to add a fully convolutional auxiliary pathway to inject random
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noise into the source domain. Hence, what the segmentation network receives is the source
images with perturbations. The authors found such a structure, which is motivated by the
conditional GAN, greatly boosts the adaptation performance.
ADR [164]. In ADR, the pixel classifier also serves as the domain classifier. It employs dropout
to avoid generating features near the classification boundaries so as to avoid ambiguity to the
classifier.
NMD [38]. Besides the global adversarial feature learning module, NMD proposes a local class-
wise adversarial loss over image grids. Each image grid is associated with a label distribu-
tion. The class-wise adversarial learning then tries to differentiate the source domain’s label
distributions from those of the target domain due to the semantic segmentation network.
DAM [90]. Huang et al. train two separate networks for the source and target domains, respec-
tively. Since there is no segmentation annotation in the target domain, the target-domain
network is trained by both regressing to the source network’s weights and an adversarial loss
over every layer of the two networks.
FCAN [211]. Zhang et al. apply the adversarial loss to the lower layers of the segmentation net-
work in addition to the common practice of using it over the last one or a few layers. The
intuition is that it plays a complementary role because the lower layers mainly capture the
appearance information of the images.
DCAN [198]. DCAN is a two-stage end-to-end network. In the first stage, it is adversarially
trained to transfer the source (synthetic) images to the target (real) style. In its second stage,
adversarially learning aligns the intermediate features of the two domains. Unlike the other
methods, its adversarial alignment only accounts for channel-wise features.
I2I [129]. Similar to DCAN, I2I is another domain adaptation method that learns domain agnostic
features by training both an image translation network and a segmentation network.
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CLoss [215]. Zhu et al. introduce a conservative loss in addition to the adversarial training. The
conservative loss prevents overfitting the model to the source domain by penalizing overly
confident source domain predictions during training.
4.4.2 Other methods
Adversarial training is so popular that there are only a few methods that are not of the adversarial
vein for the domain adaptation of semantic segmentation.
IBN [139]. Pan et al. show that a careful balance between the instance normalization and batch
normalization can enhance a neural network’s cross-domain generalization.
EUSD [166]. Arguing that object detectors have better generalization capacity in detecting fore-
ground objects (e.g., car, pedestrian, etc.) than the background, Saleh et al. propose a sim-
ple yet powerful domain generalization segmentation framework by fusing Mask-RCNN’s
detection results of the foreground [81] and DeepLab’s segmentation results of the back-
ground [33].
DAN [157]. As normalization (e.g., batch normalization) plays a key role in many neural semantic
segmentation networks, DAN improves their performance in the target domain by simply
replacing the normalization parameters with the statistics of the target domain. This change
of normalization boosts the network’s results in the target domain.
CBST [217]. Similar to our approach, this paper proposes a curriculum learning method for the
domain adaptation of semantic segmentation. They introduce a class-balanced self-training
strategy: the most confident predictions by a model on the unlabeled instances are likely to
be correct. In each round of the training process, CBST selects some of the most confident
predictions on the target images and include them in the training set of the next round.
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4.4.3 Results reported in other papers
We summarize in Table 4.8 the results reported in these papers, along with ours. Immediately, we
see that the backbone network has a huge impact on both the source-only performance without
applying any adaptation techniques and the relative gain after adaptation. For instance, the perfor-
mance gain of MCD jumps from 3.9% to 17.5% after switching the backbone network from VGG
to DRN [206].
Another interesting observation is that the results of no adaptation vary greatly even when the
same backbone network (e.g., VGG16) is used, implying that subtle changes to the implementation
(e.g., removing batch normalization in order to save computation cost) can result in big differences
among the final results. Through private communications with some authors of these papers, we
also learned that the image resolution is another key factor. In general, higher resolution of the
input image gives rise to better results no matter with or without domain adaptation.
4.4.4 The existing methods and ours are complementary
In this section, we provide experimental evidence to show that our method is complementary to
most existing methods. A late fusion of our method with another can yield better results than
either individually. This is not surprising as our curriculum domain adaptation approach guides
the network towards the target domain by inferring properties of the labels, whereas most existing
methods learn domain-invariant features or image styles.
First of all, we analyze the class-wise prediction accuracy (evaluated by mIoU) of different meth-
ods on the target domain. Figure 4.8 shows the pairwise comparison between our method and
some other representative methods. The entry (i, j) shows the number of classes by which the
i-th method outperforms the j-th on the target domain. This table is derived from the results
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of GTA2Cityscapes. Our method here is the GTA model trained without color constancy. The
class-wise comparison matrix is best understood if we recall the results in Table 4.8. Take I2I for
instance. While it outperforms ours by 2.9% in mIoU, ours is superior over I2I in 10 out of the
19 classes. We can draw similar observations for the other methods. To this end, we find that our
approach is genuinely complementary to the other methods. Finally, we find that CBST is com-
plementary to other adversarial training based methods as well since it is in the same vein as our
curriculum domain adaptation strategy.
It is worth emphasizing that the class-wise complementary relationship between these methods is
only one of the possible perspectives for the analyses. More fine-grained analyses, for example
image-wise, may reveal further insights about the methods.
Equipped with the class-wise comparison between any pair of methods, we design a simple late
fusion scheme to ensemble two models. We first identify the classes for which one model gives rise
to more accurate prediction than the other model by using the validation set. Given a test image,
we keep its pixel-wise labels of those classes predicted by the former model. For the remaining
pixels, we label them by the latter model. We apply this late fusion scheme to CYCADA and our
approach. For GTA2Cityscapes, the mIoUs of CYCADA and ours (without color constancy) are
32.5% and 28%, respectively. In contrast, the late fusion of the two leads to an mIoU of 34.3%
which is higher than either of them. This result and the analysis shown in Figure 4.8 clearly
evidence that most of the existing methods are complementary to ours for the domain adaptation
of the semantic segmentation task.
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* DAM did not report the baseline performance of the SYNTHIA2Cityscapes experiment. Since their model is
fine-tuned from our baseline, we report our baseline performance instead.
** NMD and AdaptSegNet used 13 SYNTHIA classes in their experiments instead of the commonly used 16.
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Figure 4.8: Pairwise comparison between different domain adaptation methods for the semantic
segmentation task. The entry (i, j) of this table is the number of classes by which the i-th method
outperforms the j-th. The results are obtained on GTA2Cityscapes. Our method is labeled Cur-
riculum.
4.5 Summary
In this chapter, we propose a curriculum domain adaptation approach for the semantic segmen-
tation of urban scenes. We learn to estimate the global label distributions over the target images
and local label distributions over the superpixels of the target images. These tasks are easier to
solve than the pixel-wise label assignment. We then use their results to effectively regularize the
training of the semantic segmentation networks such that their pixel-wise predictions are consis-
tent with the global and local label distributions. We experimentally verify the effectiveness of
our approach by adapting from the source domain of synthetic images to the target domain of real
images. Our method outperforms several competing baselines. Moreover, we report several key
ablation studies that allow us to gain more insights about the proposed method. We also check
the class-wise confusion matrices and find that some of the classes (e.g., train and bus) are almost
indistinguishable in the current datasets, indicating that better simulation or more labeled real ex-
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amples are required in order to achieve better segmentation results. In future work, we will explore
more target properties that possess the same form as the global and local label distributions — they
are easier to solve than the pixel-wise label prediction and meanwhile can be written as a function
of the pixel-wise labels. We also would like to look into the possibility of directly applying our do-
main adaptation framework to virtual autonomous driving environments such as DeepGTAV [161]
and AirSim [170].
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CHAPTER 5: LEARNING TRANSFERABLE ADVERSARIAL
CAMOUFLAGES
5.1 Problem Introduction
Is it possible to paint a unique pattern on a vehicle’s body and hence hide it from being detected
by surveillance cameras? We conjecture the answer is affirmative mainly for two reasons. First,
deep neural networks will be widely used in modern surveillance and autonomous driving systems
for automatic vehicle detection. Second, unfortunately, these neural networks are intriguingly
vulnerable to adversarial examples [8].
[181] found that adding imperceptible perturbations to clean images can result in the failure of
neural networks trained for image classification. This motivates a rich line of work on developing
defense techniques for the neural networks [8] and powerful attack methods to defeat those de-
fenses [12]. Moreover, the adversarial attack has been extended to other tasks, such as semantic
segmentation [11], object detection [201], image captioning [31], etc.
This chapter contains previously published materials from “CAMOU: Learning Physical Vehicle Camouflages
to Adversarially Attack Detectors in the Wild” by Yang Zhang, Hassan Foroosh, Philip David and Boqing Gong,
published in Proceedings of the International Conference on Learning Representations in 2019.
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Figure 5.1: A Toyota Camry XLE in the center of the image fools the Mask R-CNN object detector
after we apply the learned camouflage to it (on the right), whereas neither plain colors (on the left)
nor a random camouflage (in the middle) is able to escape the Camry from being detected.
It is worth noting that the adversarial examples in the works mentioned above are not physical,
i.e., the adversary directly manipulates image pixels. Although it is arguably more challenging to
create physical adversarial objects than to produce adversarial images, some existing works have
shown promising results with adversarial patches [25], stop signs [51, 36], and small objects like
baseballs and 3D turtle models [13].
To this end, we are reasonably optimistic about designing a special pattern to camouflage a 3D car,
in order to make it difficult to detect by the deep learning based vehicle detectors.
It is undoubtedly challenging to run experiments in the real world considering financial and time
constraints. In this chapter, we instead demonstrate results using a simulation engine [2] with a
high-fidelity 3D sedan model and a 3D SUV. Fig. 5.1 shows that the vehicle in the simulation
is photo-realistic such that, even covered with random camouflage, it can still be detected by the
Mask R-CNN detector [81] trained on COCO [112].
The simulation engine enables us to test the physically adversarial cars under a considerable spec-
trum of environmental conditions: lighting, backgrounds, camera-to-object distances, viewing an-
gles, occlusions, etc. In contrast, existing experiments on physical adversarial attacks are all ex-
ecuted in simplified scenarios. [51], [50], and [36] attack neural classifiers and detectors of stop
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signs. While projective transformations could be used to render the planar stop signs to various
images, it is more involved to image the nonplanar 3D vehicles considered in this chapter; we learn
a neural approximation function instead. [13] synthesize objects (e.g., baseball, turtle, etc.) which
are adversarial within a small range of camera-to-object distances and viewing angles.
Given a 3D vehicle model in the simulation engine, we learn a camouflage for it by following
the expectation over transformation (EoT) principle first formalized by [13]. The main idea is to
consider a variety of transformations under which the camouflage can consistently hide the vehicle
from a neural detector. A transformation imitates the imaging procedure and produces an image
of the 3D vehicle model in the simulated environment. If a camouflage works under many trans-
formations seen in the training phase, it is expected to also generalize to unseen transformations in
the test phase.
One of the major challenges is that the simulator’s image generation procedure is non-differentiable.
A seemingly plausible solution is to train a neural network to approximate this procedure. The net-
work takes as input the environment, a camouflage pattern, and the 3D vehicle model and outputs
an image as close as possible to the one rendered by the simulator. Although this approach is
viable, it is extremely difficult to generate high-resolution images. State-of-the-art methods (e.g.,
RenderNet [132]) can only generate simple 3D objects without any backgrounds.
We tackle the above challenge by drawing the following observation. In EoT [13, 36], the gradients
propagate back to the physical object from the detector/classifier’s decision values. If we jointly
consider the object detector and the imaging procedure of the simulator as a whole black box,
it is easier to learn a function to approximate this black box’s behavior than to train the image
generation neural network. Hence, we learn a substitute neural network which takes as input a
camouflage, the vehicle model, and the environment and outputs the vehicle detector’s decision
value. Equipped with this substitute network, we can readily run the EoT algorithm [13] over our
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simulator in order to infer an adversarial camouflage for the vehicles.
Finally, we make some remarks about the significance and potential impact of this work. In the real
world, multiclass visual object detection neural networks [81, 153] have become the cornerstone
of multiple industrial applications, such as surveillance systems [130], autonomous driving [91],
and military systems [145]. Among these applications, cars are one of the most crucial objects.
Attacking vehicle detectors in the physical world will be enormously valuable and impactful from
the perspective of the malicious adversaries. Compared with the stop sign, it is legal in the United
States to paint a car while defacing a stop sign is criminal. This poses a more significant threat
to autonomous driving systems since anyone has access to perturb public machine learning based
systems legally. This observation motivates us to focus our approach on cars. We limit our cam-
ouflage within the legally paintable car body parts, which means that we will leave discriminative
visual cues, such as the tires, windows, grille, lights, etc. unaltered for the detectors.
5.2 Learning Objective
In this chapter, we investigate physical adversarial attack on state-of-the-art neural network based
object detectors. The objective is to find a camouflage pattern such that, when it is painted on
the body of a vehicle, the Mask R-CNN [81] and YOLO [153] detectors fail to detect the vehicle
under a wide spectrum of variations (e.g., locations, lighting conditions, viewing angles, etc.). We
learn the camouflage in a black-box fashion, without the need for accessing the detectors’ network
architecture or weights.
Expectation-over-transformation (EoT). We formalize the physical adversarial attack problem
with the EoT framework [13]. Denote by t a transformation which converts a camouflage pattern
c to a real photo. Such a transformation actually represents an involved procedure: paint the
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pattern to a vehicle’s body, drive the vehicle to a location, configure a camera, and take a picture
of the vehicle. The transformation conveniently abstracts away enormous factors (e.g., quality of
painting, camera, etc.), each of which could play a role in this procedure. Denote by Vt(c) the
detection score (e.g., by Mask-RCNN) over an image which is a result of a transformation t and a




where T is a distribution over all the possible transformations {t}. In other words, we search for a
camouflage c that minimizes the vehicle detection score in expectation.
Figure 5.2: Example procedure of a transformation t. From left to right: a 16 × 16 camouflage, a
high-fidelity vehicle, a location in our simulated environment, and an image due to this transfor-
mation over the camouflage.
Transformation in simulation. Due to financial and time constraints, we conduct our study with
the photo-realistic [2] 4 game engine. It supplies us sufficient configuration parameters, such as
the resolution and pattern of the camouflage, 3D models of vehicles, parameters of cameras and
environments, etc. Fig. 5.2 shows a camouflage pattern, a high-fidelity 3D model of Toyota Camry,
a corner of the virtual city used in this chapter, and finally the picture taken by a camera after we
apply the camouflage to the Camry and drive it to that corner — in other words, the rightmost
image is the result of a certain transformation t acting on the three images on the left of Fig. 5.2.
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5.3 Approach
In this section, we present two key techniques for solving the problem minc Et Vt(c) (cf. Eq. (5.1)
and the text there). One is to estimate the expectation Et by an empirical mean over many transfor-
mations. The other is to train a neural network to clone the joint behavior Vt(c) of the black-box



























































Figure 5.3: The camera setup as well as some exemplar locations. The cameras depicted in the
green color are used to learn the camouflage while those in red are unseen cameras used for testing
the camouflage’s generalization. (H: camera height, L: vehicle-to-camera distance.)
5.3.1 Sampling transformations to estimate Et
Recall that a transformation t specifies a particular procedure from applying the camouflage c
to a vehicle until the corresponding image captured by a camera. In the context of the simulation
engine, the camouflage c is first programmed as textures, which are then warped onto the 3D model
of an object. The simulator can teleport the object to different locations in the environment. The
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simulator also has multiple cameras to photograph the teleported object from various distances and
viewing angles.
We identify some key factors involved in this procedure, including vehicle, location, camera-to-
object distance, and viewing angle. The combinations of them also give rise to variations along
other dimensions. For instance, the lighting condition changes from one location to another. The
vehicle of interest is occluded to different degrees in the images captured by the cameras. Denote
by TS all the sampled transformations that are used for learning the camouflage.
Fig. 5.3 illustrates the positions where the cameras are placed. We can see how the viewing angles
and camera-to-object distances vary. The ones shown in the green color are used in the training. We
left out some cameras shown in the red color for the testing. Since it is computationally expensive
to utilize the cameras, we randomly arrange them in different heights and distances to create as
much variations as possible instead of traversing all possible height-distance combinations.
5.3.2 Learning a clone network Vθ(c, t) to approximate Vt(c)
If we unroll the detection score Vt(c), it contains two major components. The first renders an
image based on the camouflage c by following the procedure specified by the transformation t.
The second obtains the detection score of a vehicle detector (e.g., Mask-RCNN) over the rendered
image. The first component is non-differentiable while the second one could be a black box in
practice. Therefore, we propose to consider them jointly as a single black box. Furthermore,
we learn a clone neural network Vθ(c, t) to imitate the input-output behavior of this extended
black box. As the transformation t itself is involved and hard to represent, we instead input its
consequence to the network: a background image and the cropped foreground of the vehicle.
Fig. 5.4b shows the network architecture. It takes as input a camouflage pattern c, the background
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image due to a sampled transformation t, and the cropped foreground. The network Vθ(c, t) has a
single output to approximate the detection score Vt(c).








Thanks to the differentiable network Vθ(c, t) with respect to the camouflage c, we can solve the
problem above by standard (stochastic) gradient descent.
It is important to note that the fidelity of problem (5.2) depends on the size and diversity of the
sampled set of transformations TS as well as the quality of the clone network Vθ(c, t). It is straight-
forward to generate a large training set for the clone network by randomizing the camouflages and
transformations and “labeling” the resulting images with the detection scores. However, if the op-
timal camouflage is unfortunately not covered by this training set, a discrepancy would occur when
we solve problem (5.2). In other words, the network may fail to well approximate the detection
scores at the region around the optimal camouflage. We address this discrepancy by an alternative
learning algorithm as follows.
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(a) The iterative camouflage optimization framework
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(b) Architecture of Vθ(c, t)
Figure 5.4: Overview of our optimization pipeline and the clone network Vθ(c, t).
5.3.3 Jointly learning the clone network and the optimal camouflage
We alternatively learn the clone network Vθ(c, t) and solve the problem (5.2). Once a new cam-
ouflage pattern is found due to optimizing problem (5.2), it is converted to multiple images by the
training transformations TS . We obtain the detection score for each of the images by querying a
detector. The camouflage pattern, along with the detection scores are then added to the training set
for learning the clone network Vθ(c, t). Fig. 5.4a illustrates this process.
Implementation details. Denote by H[p, q] := −p log q − (1 − p) log(1 − q) the cross-entropy
























where C is the collection of all camouflages in the training set for learning the clone network
Vθ(c, t), and s := Vt(c) is the detection score corresponding to the camouflage c and the transfor-
mation t. The `2 regularization λ‖θ‖2 over the clone network’s weights is essential. Without this
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term, the two loss functions may cause oscillations or degeneration of the solutions. We set λ = 10
in the experiments. Since the approximation accuracy of the clone network near the optimal cam-
ouflage is more important than in other regions, we weigh the newly added samples to the training
set 10 times higher than the old ones at each iteration. Algorithm 1 gives more details.
Algorithm 1: Iterative Object Camouflage Learning
Input : Clone network parameter Vθ(·); Simulation and detection VTS(·); Transformation TS
which are parameterized as rendered background and foreground images; Regularization
tradeoff α; Random camouflage set CR.
1 Initialize Vθ with random weights θ
2 Set score record s∗ ← +∞
3 C ← CR
4 repeat















7 s′ ← {Vt(c)|t ∈ T}
8 C ← C ∪ {c′}
9 if mean(s′) < s∗ then
10 s∗ ← mean(s′)
11 c∗ ← c′
12 until Reach maximum training steps
output: Best learned camouflage c∗
5.4 Experiments
Since the primary objective of this chapter is to learn camouflage patterns that deceive vehicle
detectors, we introduce two baseline camouflage patterns in the experiments: 6 most popular car
colors and 800 random camouflages in different resolutions. We then analyze how the resolution
of the camouflage affects the detection performance. For the vehicles, we employ two 3D models:
a 2015 Toyota Camry and a virtual SUV. In addition to the main comparison results, we also test
the transferability of the learned camouflage across different car models, environments, camera
positions, and object detectors.
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5.4.1 Experiment setup
We describe the detailed experimental setup in this section, including the simulator, vehicle detec-
tor, evaluation metrics, and the baseline camouflage patterns.
5.4.1.1 The simulator
(a) An urban environment.
(b) A mountain environment.
Figure 5.5: The two environments we built to learn and test the vehicle camouflage. Zoom in
for more details. These images are of the higher resolution but the same rendering quality (anti-
aliasing level, shadow quality, rendering distance, texture resolution etc.) the detector perceived.
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As shown in Fig. 5.5a, we use the Unreal engine to build our first simulation environment from the
photo-realistic [4] environment. It is modeled after the downtown Manhattan in New York. There
are skyscrapers, cars, traffic signs, a park, and roads in this environment, resembling a typical
urban environment. We sample 32 different locations along the streets. Eight cameras perch at
each location, each taking pictures of the size 720 × 360. The relative position of a camera is
indexed by the viewing angle and camera-to-object distance, as shown in Fig. 5.3. In addition,
we install another 16 cameras to test the generalization of the learned camouflage across viewing
angles, distances, etc. In total, we use 18 locations for training and another 18 for testing. Note
that the vehicles are invisible to some cameras due to occlusion.
Our second environment is based on a totally different countryside scene called [3], shown in
Fig. 5.5b. The roads lie on high-altitude mountains and cross bridges, forest, snow, and a lake. We
use this scene to test the transferability of our camouflage across different environments; this scene
is not used in the training. Like the [4] environment, we sample 18 locations along the roads for
the purpose of testing.
The two vehicles used in the experiments are shown in Fig. 5.7. One is a 2015 Toyota Camry XLE
sold in the European Union. The other is a virtual SUV from AirSim [170]. It is worth noting
that the Toyota sedan appears multiple times in the MS-COCO dataset [112] (cf. some examples
in Fig. 5.6). Since the object detectors are trained on MS-COCO, the Camry is more challenging
to hide than the virtual SUV.
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Figure 5.6: A fraction of different Toyota sedan appearances in MS COCO dataset. Their appear-
ances are diverse.
Figure 5.7: Orthogonal views of the Toyota Carmy XLE 2015 (second row) and the virtual SUV
(first row) used in our simulation.
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5.4.1.2 Vehicle detectors
We study two state-of-the-art detectors: Mask R-CNN [81] and YOLOv3-SPP [153]. Mask R-
CNN is one of the most powerful publicly available object detectors; it currently ranks in the 4th
place in the MS COCO detection leaderboard. Both detectors are pre-trained on MS COCO. For
Mask R-CNN, we use the one implemented by [5]. Its backbone network is ResNet-101 [82].
YOLOv3 has comparable performance with Mask R-CNN. Its network architecture is very differ-
ent from Mask R-CNN’s, causing challenges to the transfer of the camouflage between the two
detectors. We use the spatial pyramid pooling (SPP) variant of YOLOv3 in the experiments.
In the rest of the chapter, we experiment with Mask R-CNN except the transfer experiments in
Sec. 5.4.5.
5.4.1.3 Evaluation Metrics
We adopt two metrics to evaluate the detection performance. The first one is a variation of the
Intersection over Union proposed by [49]. The IoU between a predicted box and the groundtruth
bounding box is defined as IoU(A,B) = A∩B
A∪B . Since IoU was originally proposed to evaluate
the results of multi-object detection, as opposed to the single vehicle detection in our context, we
modify it to the following to better capture the vehicle of interest: maxp∈P IoU(p,GT ), where P
is the set of all detection proposals in an image. We average this quantity across all the test images
and denote by mIoU the mean value.
Our second metric is precision at 0.5 or P@0.5. [49] set a 0.5 threshold for the detection IoU in the
PASCAL VOC detection challenge to determine whether a detection is a hit or miss. We report the
percentage of the hit detections out of all observations as our P@0.5. We also report the relative
precision drop of the camouflage against the baseline colors whenever possible.
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5.4.1.4 Baselines
Our first baseline is when a vehicle is colored in popular real car colors. We select 6 basic car
colors (red, black, silver, grey, blue, and white) which cover over 90% of the car colors worldwide
[14]. We obtain their RGB values according to the [1].
As the second baseline, we generate 800 random camouflages in different resolutions ranging
in {2i × 2i; i ∈ [1..8]}. Since we find that camouflages with strong contrasts work better, we
generate half of the camouflages using RGB values ∈ [0, 255] and the other half using RGB values
∈ {0, 255}. After we obtain these camouflages and the corresponding detection scores, we use
those with proper resolutions to initialize the training set for the clone network Vθ(c, t).
The two baselines partially resolve the concern one might have that the learned camouflage suc-
cessfully attacks the detector not because it exploits the CNN’s structural weakness, but because
it takes advantage of the domain gap between the real data used to train the detector and our sim-
ulated data used to test the detector. Results show that the baselines could not fail the detectors
under most test cases, indicating that the detectors are fairly resilient to the domain gap between
the simulated imagery and the real data (at least for the vehicle detection task).
5.4.2 Resolution of the camouflages
We first report the random camouflages’ performance on hiding the Camry from the Mast R-
CNN detector in the DownTown environment. Fig. 5.8 shows the results. The first observation is
that, although random camouflages are visually very different from conventional car paintings (cf.
Fig. 5.9), the Mask R-CNN detector is still able to detect most of them. Another slightly counter-
intuitive yet interesting observation is that the detector’s performance does not always decrease
as the camouflages’ resolutions increase. This is probably because some fine-grained patterns
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displayed by the high-resolution camouflage become harder to observe from a distance. Since the
high-resolution camouflage does not bring any additional benefits beyond the 16 × 16 resolution,
we use camouflages of size 16× 16 in the remaining experiments.










































Figure 5.8: The mIoU and P@0.5 of the 800 random camouflages in different resolutions on Camry
in the DownTown environment. There are 100 camouflages per resolution.
Figure 5.9: Visualization of three random camouflages of resolutions 4×4, 16×16, and 256×256,
respectively, as well as the resulting images by the same camera.
5.4.3 Camouflaging Toyota Camry in the urban environment
Here we report the results on detecting the Camry in the urban environment. Table 5.1 summa-
rizes the results for the Camry respectively with the baseline colors, random camouflages, and our
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learned camouflage. We can see from the table that the Mask R-CNN is surprisingly robust against
different types of random camouflages. The random camouflages’ detection scores are close to the
baseline colors’. Moreover, the standard deviation of the random camouflages’ scores is also very
low, indicating that the difference in the random camouflages does not really change the detector’s
performance. Note that we apply the camouflage to the body of the Camry, leaving tires, windows,
grilles, etc. as informative visual cues to the detector. Despite that, our learned camouflage reduces
the precision by around 30% over baseline colors in both training and testing scenes in the urban
environment.
Table 5.1: Mask R-CNN detection performance on the Camry in the urban environment.
Camouflages
Training Scenes Testing Scenes
mIoU (%) P@0.5 (%) mIoU (%) P@0.5 (%)
Baseline Colors 76.14 84.40 72.88 77.57
Random Camou 73.48± 0.80 82.17± 1.20 67.79± 0.79 71.42± 1.20
Ours 57.69 62.14 53.64 52.17
Relative Performance Drop 24.23% 26.37% 26.39% 32.74%
5.4.4 Virtual SUV in urban area
We then report the camouflage performance on the newly modeled SUV in the urban environment
in Table 5.2.
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Table 5.2: Detection performance of camouflages on SUV in urban environment.
Camouflages
Training Scenes Testing Scenes
mIoU (%) P@0.5 (%) mIoU (%) P@0.5 (%)
Baseline Colors 82.35 91.07 81.06 89.22
Random Camou 83.53±3.26 93.21±3.48 78.02±2.53 84.79±2.81
Ours 53.27 55.79 48.91 50.36
Relative Performance Drop 35.31% 38.79% 39.66% 43.55%
Judging by the results, it is clear that the Mask R-CNN is a very generalized detector. The SUV’s
baseline color and random camouflage detection scores are even higher than the Camry correspon-
dence although the detector has never seen it before. This might be because the SUV has much
less polygon and is built to resemble the shape of a general SUV as shown in Fig. 5.7.
However, the price for not seeing this vehicle during training is that Mask R-CNN is more likely
to be affected by the camouflage. The standard deviation of the random camouflage mIoU/ preci-
sion is higher (3.26/3.48 vs. 0.8/1.2) than Camry. And our camouflage achieves lower detection
precision despite both baseline colors and random camouflage’s detection scores are higher than
Camry’s. The detectability is reduced by almost 1.5 times of Camry’s results in this case. This
experiment shows that Mask R-CNN might well generalize to unseen vehicles, but it is easier to
get attacked.
5.4.5 Transferability across detectors
We show that the camouflage learned to attack Mask R-CNN can actually also defeat YOLOv3 to
a certain degree. The results are reported in Table 5.3.
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Table 5.3: YOLOv3-SPP detection performance on the Camry in the urban environment. In ad-
dition to the camouflage inferred for YOLO, we also include the YOLO detection results on the
camouflage learned for Mask R-CNN.
Camouflages
Training Scenes Testing Scenes
mIoU (%) P@0.5 (%) mIoU (%) P@0.5 (%)
Baseline colors 76.79 85.34 73.00 78.50
Random Camou 73.19±0.75 83.30±0.89 68.76±0.81 73.92±1.00
Ours (YOLO trained) 65.83 72.53 64.03 69.56
Ours (Mask R-CNN trained) 65.43 70.42 61.79 65.21
Relative Performance Drop 14.79% 17.48% 15.35% 16.92%
5.4.6 Transferability across environments
Another important question is that what if we transfer the camouflage to a not only previously
unseen but a totally different environment? To quantitatively answer this question, we build the
Landscape environment (Fig. 5.5b) to test our camouflages trained in urban environment (Fig. 5.5a)
using the Camry vehicle. The results are reported in Table. 5.4. Some qualitative results are shown
in Fig. 5.12.
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Table 5.4: Detection performance of camouflages on Camry in Landscape environment. Note that
this camouflage is pretrained in urban environment and then transferred without any finetuning.
Camouflages
Testing Scenes
mIoU (%) P@0.5 (%)
Baseline Colors 74.81 82.04
Random Camou 72.45±4.26 77.11±5.45
Ours - Transferred 40.39 43.26
Relative Performance Drop 46.00% 47.26%
Given the barren landscape with few objects in sight, the detector detects the car better than it
did in the urban environment for both baseline colors (82.04 vs. 77.57) and random camouflages
(77.11 vs. 71.42) possibly due to the absence of distractions. However, our directly transferred
camouflage is still able to beat both of them by more than 46% regarding both detection mIoU and
precision without any fine-tuning.
It is interesting to notice that the Camry with grey color looks almost identical to the background in
this environment (Fig. 5.12). However, it still could be perfectly detected. Meanwhile, our leaned
camouflage results in far better stealth despite it has a sharp contrast to the background.
5.4.7 Transferability across vehicles
It will be impractical to retrain a specific camouflage for each vehicle whenever we need it. Hence
it would be interesting to look into the transferability between vehicles in this scenario. We swap
the camouflages of SUV and Camry and see how they would perform in the urban environment.
We present the testing precision after swapping in Table. 5.5.
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n SUV 50.36 47.44
Camry 58.39 52.17
First, both camouflages are definitely transferable. It is also interesting to see that the Camry
learned camouflage is not as good as the SUV learned camouflage even when being applied on
the Camry itself. This might be due to the fact that the SUV resembles a car with more generic
features and hence learning camouflage on SUV is less likely to encounter local minima during
optimization.
5.4.8 Transferability across viewing positions
One of the possibly most concerning questions is whether the learned camouflage is robust to the
change of the camera position. To answer this question, we set up another 16 new cameras, as
shown in Fig. 5.3, surrounding the vehicle in different relative locations. We then test the learned
camouflage’s performance on these new cameras. The results are shown in Table 5.6.
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mIoU (%) P@0.5 (%)
Baseline Colors 78.43 86.16
Random Camou 77.26±0.96 84.61±1.06
Ours - Transferred 67.74 73.14
Relative Performance Drop 13.62% 15.11%
Our camouflage performance drop has a slightly decrease of 5% from Table 5.1. This indicates
that the change of the camera locations would impact the performance, but the performance drop is
still way beyond the standard deviation of random camouflages’ scores. Given that the new camera
views cover more perspectives as shown in Fig. 5.3, this result is reasonable.
5.4.9 Impact of clone network quality
How does the clone network’s quality affect the camouflage’s performance? Is the alternative
optimization necessary? We quantitatively show the first 300 simulation calls of our system in
Fig. 5.10 and meanwhile evaluate the camouflages proposed by the clone network. Note that
initially the clone network has already been trained with 800 random camouflages. However, the
proposed camouflage’s score does not fall until the new camouflages from iteration scheme join the
optimization. This suggests that without our iterative optimization mechanism, the clone network
could only find camouflage with mIoU around 70%, which is the same as the random camouflage.
Those new samples serve as the hard samples. They gradually calibrate the clone network’s global
minima to Vt()’s and help it to generate better camouflages. Note that although the score descends
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quicker during the first 50 iterations, it does not find the global best camouflage until near the end
(296th iteration). This graph also shows the classification score is a suitable choice to be minimized
as it is highly correlated with mIoU.
Note that the system automatically re-initialize the clone network’s parameters to prevent it from
falling into local minima during the optimization whenever we add a new sample to the training
set C. Hence, there are some spikes in the graph.












Classification score being minimized
mIoU of leanred camouflage
Figure 5.10: Clone network’s learned camouflage’s classification score and mIoU vs. Simulation
called. We can see how the new samples helped the clone network to find the minimal.
5.4.10 Detection attention
How exactly does our camouflage work against the detector? We partially answer this question
by visualizing Mask-RCNN’s completely/partially successful detection attention on our grey and
camouflaged Camry. Since our Mask-RCNN implementation does not explicitly yield failed de-
tection’s prediction, we are unable to visualize the failed detection’s attention w.r.t. the input image
if the failed detection does not exist.
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There are two main visualization approaches: Grad-CAM [168] and saliency [174]. Approxi-
mately speaking, grad-CAM visualizes the gradient of output w.r.t. penultimate (pre-fully-connected
layer) convolutional layer feature map output; Saliency visualizes the gradient of output w.r.t. ini-
tial input image. Grad-CAM is generally considered superior as the last convolutional layer’s
feature map contains much more abstracted semantic information, leading to less noisy visualiza-
tion. However, we find that it is hard to define the single “penultimate layer” in Mask-RCNN: It
has multiple penultimate layers, tracing back to different stages of the network, prior to the ROI
pooling layer. Each of those penultimate layers contains varying levels of information. We choose
to use saliency in this case.
It is clear how to define the “attention” in the image classification scenario: It is the gradient
heatmap of the classification score scalar w.r.t. the entire input image. On the other hand, an
end-to-end detection neural network often yields multiple structure predictions. Each structure
contains bounding box and classification score, etc. We choose to visualize the gradient of the best
bounding-box’s classification score w.r.t. the input image.
Our visualizations are presented in Fig. 5.11. It is surprising that the window, roof and upper bodies
are playing the predominant role in car detection. Upper body attention exists even when the upper
body is not included in the detection bounding box (row 3). Given that the classification stage
makes the classification decision based on the proposed feature map box region, such attention
must have been already included in the detection proposal before the ROI layer, i.e. detection
stage. This may also explain why it is easier to fail the front-viewing and the rear-view detectors:
front-view (row 1) and the rear-view (row 5) detectors place their attention on the hood and trunk,
where camouflage pattern is presented. A partially successful attack (row 4) was carried out by
wiping out detector’s attention on the car hood. On the other hand, the side-view detector is
harder to attack since the detector merely places any attention of the car body (row 2) where the
camouflages are mainly located. However, our camouflages on the roof could still fail the side-
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view detector partially (row 3). Since we only visualize the (partially) successful detections, there
are still many cases to explore.
Figure 5.11: The best detections in each image and the gradient heatmap of their classification
scores w.r.t. the input images. The detector places its attention predominantly on the upper car
body, i.e., roof, hood, trunk, and windows.
5.4.11 Simulation implementation
The iterative optimization framework works on two Nvidia GTX 1080 Ti in our experiment. We
implement the framework using PyTorch [142]. We use one to run the detector and another one to
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run the simulation and training/ prediction of evaluation network. The simulation was implemented
partially using AirSim by [170] and UnrealEnginePython. All submodules are implemented asyn-
chronously to run in parallel and are communicating with each other using RPC/ RPyC. All the
camouflages and the baseline colors are implemented either using or based on the official Unreal
Automotive Material. Each evaluation in the simulation, which is the most time-consuming part,
takes around 15 to 20 second.
5.4.12 Simulation error
Despite our best effort, we observe Vt(c) come with a standard deviation of 0.008 due to the
inherent and mostly necessary random processes in the rendering (i.e., Monte Carlo in path tracing,
etc.). This unfortunately makes Vt(c) a noisy function. We reduce this error by repeat sampling
Vt(c) 5 times whenever we use it.
5.4.13 Non-linearity and non-convexity
Since this is a blackbox optimization problem, it is important to examine some important features
of the Et Vt(·). We first verify its convexity via the convexity definition. We test the convexity of
Et Vt(·) by testing the convexity of subsampled correspondence 1|TS |
∑
t∈TS Vt(·) via:













where C is a set of camouflages. We sampled 1000 pairs of random camouflages from C and half
of them do not meet the equation. Hence 1|TS |
∑
t∈TS Vt(·) is nonconvex.
Besides, we find a simple linear MLP is insufficient to approximate 1|TS |
∑
t∈TS Vt(·), which empir-
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Grey Random Camou Ours
Figure 5.12: Qualitative comparison of the Mask R-CNN detections results of the grey baseline
color, random camouflages and our learned camouflages in different transformations. Zoom in for
more details.
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We present some of our detection results on the baseline colors, random camouflages, and the
learned camouflages for the Camry in Fig. 5.12.
We can draw a lot of interesting observations from the qualitative results which were hidden by the
quantitative results. We find that there are 3 types of successful attacks: (1) Camouflages lower the
objectiveness of the car and the car region is not proposed or only partially proposed as a candidate
for the classifier of the detector; (2) The car region is successfully proposed but misclassified (e.g.,
to kite, cake, truck, or potted plant as shown in the examples) or the classification score is too
low to pass the threshold for the detection score; (3) The car region is successfully proposed and
classified, but the camouflage results in an incorrect detection which largely overlaps with the car
(cf. the 5th row where the regions covering the car are detected as a car and a boat, respectively).
One can see that the context or background plays a vital role in object detection. Although some
images capture the Camry by the same pose, the detector makes completely different predictions
for them. Besides, these qualitative results imply that the detector works in a way different from
human vision. In the Landscape environment, our learned camouflage has the strongest contrast to
the background compared to other baseline patterns. However, the detector is still sometimes not
able to detect the camouflaged car or SUV.
5.5 Summary
In this chapter, we investigate whether it is possible to physically camouflage 3D objects of com-
plex shapes, i.e., vehicles, in order to hide them from state-of-the-art object detectors. We conduct
extensive experimental studies with a photo-realistic simulation engine. We propose to use a clone
network to mimic the simulator and the detector’s joint response to the 3D vehicles. Then, we infer
a camouflage for a 3D vehicle by minimizing the output of the clone network. Our learned cam-
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ouflage significantly reduces the detectability of a Toyota Camry and a SUV. Moreover, we find
that the camouflage is transferable across different environments. For future work, We plan to look
into possible ways to white-box the entire process so as to propose a more effective camouflage.
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CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSION
Deep learning has offered many challenges as well as opportunities to the transfer learning. In this
paper, we look into the problems of transfer learning in the context of deep learning. Specifically,
we listed three unique problems: zero-shot image tagging, domain adaptation for segmentation
and learning transferable camouflage. For zero-shot image tagging in chapter 3, we assume the
existence of principle direction for a given image, where relevant tags rank ahead of the irrelevant
tag along principle direction. Then we solve the tagging problem by finding the mapping between
images and principle directions. We propose curriculum-style domain adaptation for domain adap-
tation for segmentation in chapter 4. This is done by inferring target properties first. Then we use
target properties to improve the training of segmentation network on target distribution. As for
generalizable adversarial camouflage, we propose to combine simulation with expectation over
transformation to learn a transformation-insensitive, thus generalizable, camouflage in chapter 5.
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